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ABSTRACT
We probe the geometry of magnetospheric accretion in classical T Tauri stars (CTTSs) by modeling red absorption
at He i k10830 via scattering of the stellar and veiling continua. Under the assumptions that the accretion flow is an
azimuthally symmetric dipole and helium is sufficiently optically thick that all incident 1 m radiation is scattered, we
illustrate the sensitivity of He i k10830 red absorption to both the size of the magnetosphere and the filling factor of
the hot accretion shock. We compare model profiles to those observed in 21 CTTSs with subcontinuum redshifted
absorption at He i k10830 and find that about half of the stars have red absorption and 1m veilings that are con-
sistent with dipole flows of moderate width with accretion shock filling factors matching the size of themagnetospheric
footpoints. However, the remaining 50% of the profiles, with a combination of broad, deep absorption and low 1 m
veiling, require very wide flows where magnetic footpoints are distributed over 10%Y20% of the stellar surface but
accretion shock filling factors are <1%. We model these profiles by invoking large magnetospheres dilutely filled
with accreting gas, leaving the disk over a range of radii in many narrow ‘‘streamlets’’ that fill only a small fraction
of the entire infall region. In some cases accreting streamlets need to originate in the disk between several R and at
least the corotation radius. A few stars have such deep absorption at velocities >0:5Vesc that flows near the star with
less curvature than a dipole trajectory seem to be required.
Subject headinggs: accretion, accretion disks — planetary systems: protoplanetary disks — scattering —
stars: formation — stars: preYmain-sequence
1. INTRODUCTION
The classical T Tauri stars (CTTSs) are optically revealed,
low-mass, pre-main-sequence stars that accrete material from a
circumstellar disk and have a well-defined connection between
accretion and outflow (Hartigan et al. 1995, hereafter HEG95).
Accretion from the disk to the star is thought to be guided by the
stellar magnetosphere, where a sufficiently strong magnetic field
truncates the disk at several stellar radii and material follows field
lines that direct it to the stellar surface at high latitudes (Ghosh &
Lamb 1978; Ko¨nigl 1991; Collier Cameron & Campbell 1993;
Shu et al. 1994). Magnetospheric accretion controls the star-disk
interaction, and an improved understanding of this process will
shed light on outstanding issues in the innermost 10R of CTTS
systems, such as the regulation of stellar angular momentum and
the launching of the inner wind.
Leading diagnostics of CTTS accretion include the optical /UV
continuum excess and the profiles of permitted emission lines
(Bouvier et al. 2007a). Kinematic evidence for infalling gas in
CTTSs began with the discovery that some CTTSs show inverse
P Cygni structure in upper Balmer lines extending to velocities
of several hundred km s1 (Walker 1972). Later, more sensitive
surveys found that redshifted absorption components are rel-
atively common in some lines, especially in the upper Balmer and
Paschen series (Edwards et al. 1994; Alencar&Basri 2000; Folha
& Emerson 2001). Although redshifted absorption extending to
several hundred km s1 clarifies that material accretes in free fall
from at least several stellar radii, it has been the success of radi-
ative transfer modeling of line formation in magnetospheric ac-
cretion flows in a key series of papers culminating withMuzerolle
et al. (2001) that has provided the strongest underpinning for this
phenomenon. Under the assumption of an aligned, axisymmetric
dipole, the models have had reasonably good success in repro-
ducing the general morphology of hydrogen profiles and emission
fluxes in some stars. The complementary assessment of accretion
rates follows from interpreting the SED of the optical/UVexcess,
which has been successfully modeled for wavelengths shortward
of 0.5 m as arising in a hot accretion shock, where accreting
material impacts the stellar surface after free fall along funnel
flows coupled to the disk (Johns-Krull et al. 2000; Calvet &
Gullbring 1998, hereafter CG98). To match the observations, the
accretion shock filling factor is less than 1% in most cases but can
climb to 10% in a few of the most active accretors. The derived
accretion rates range from 1010 to 106 M yr1, with a median
of 108 M yr1 (Calvet et al. 2000).
In addition, Zeeman broadening of unpolarized CTTS photo-
spheric lines indicates mean surface field strengths in the range
1Y3 kG (Johns-Krull 2007), sufficiently strong to induce disk
truncation and drive funnel flows. However, these strong surface
fields are not predominantly dipolar, as photospheric lines show
only weak net circular polarization implying dipole components
an order of magnitude smaller (Valenti & Johns-Krull 2004; Yang
et al. 2007). Nevertheless, an extended dipole component is in-
ferred for the accretion flow, since the same authors find significant
circular polarization in the narrow component of the He i k5876
emission line, thought to be formed in the accretion shock at the
base of the funnel flow (Beristain et al. 2001).
The evidence for magnetospheric accretion is thus compelling;
however, the topology of the magnetosphere, the geometry of the
accretion flow, and the disk truncation radius remain topics of con-
siderable investigation, since their configuration impacts processes
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for angular momentum regulation and wind launching. One form
of angular momentum regulation, known as disk locking, invokes
a spin-up torque from accreting material just inside the corotation
radius balanced by a spin-down torque at larger radii (Collier
Cameron & Campbell 1993). This approach has been questioned
by Matt & Pudritz (2005, 2008a, 2008b), who instead suggest
accretion-powered stellar winds as a more likely means for stel-
lar spin-down, whichmust occur simultaneously with magneto-
spheric accretion from the disk (see also Sauty & Tsinganos
1994).Alternatively, theX-windmodel (Shu et al. 1994) originally
featured a narrow annulus of star-disk coupling close to the co-
rotation radius, where closed field lines develop funnel flows and
open field lines drive a centrifugal outflow that carries away an-
gular momentum from accreting material, thus inhibiting stellar
spin-up. The flexibility of this model to maintain its basic prop-
erties in the face of complexmagnetospheric accretion geometries
has recently been demonstrated by Mohanty & Shu (2008). If
the stellar and disk fields are parallel, then an intermittent outflow
can develop via a reconnection X-wind, which removes angular
momentum from the star, as well as the inner disk (Ferreira et al.
2006).
Evidence for nonaligned fields coupled with complex accretion
geometries is mounting, coming from a variety of recent studies.
Using time-resolved spectropolarimetry of the mildly accreting
CTTS V2129 Oph, Donati et al. (2007) used Zeeman detections
from both photospheric features and emission lines from the ac-
cretion shock to construct aDoppler tomographicmap of themag-
netic topology on the stellar surface. The dominant field on the
star is a misaligned octopole, and accretion is confined largely
to a high-latitude spot covering5% of the stellar surface. These
authors also attempt to reconstruct the three-dimensional field
geometry out to the disk interaction region and suggest that the
large-scale field funneling accretingmaterial from the disk ismore
complex than a simple dipole. However, such extrapolation tech-
niques, while tantalizing, must be applied with caution at present,
since there are numerous uncertainties in the reconstruction pro-
cess (Mohanty & Shu 2008). Numerical magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) simulations of star-disk interactions demonstrate that non-
axisymmetric funnel flows arise if the stellar field is tipped by only
a few degrees relative to the rotation axis, breaking into two dis-
crete streams under stable accretion conditions (Romanova et al.
2003). If the accretion rate is sufficiently high, accretion is pre-
dicted to proceed through equatorial ‘‘tongues’’ that can push
apart field lines (Romanova et al. 2008). Similarly, accretion
spots can appear at a wide range of latitudes, including equatorial
belts. Such behavior has been observed inmodels featuring accre-
tion along quadrupolar, as well as dipolar, field lines (Long et al.
2007, 2008); accretion along field lines extrapolated from sur-
face magnetograms (Gregory et al. 2006); and accretion mediated
by a dynamo-generated disk magnetic field (von Rekowski &
Brandenburg 2006).
Observational signatures for misaligned dipoles are being ex-
plored in radiative transfer models for hydrogen line formation
in funnel flows, with subsequent predictions for rotationally mod-
ulated profile variations. Initially, Symington et al. (2005) presented
radiative transfer models of hydrogen lines featuring curtains of
accretion covering a limited extent in azimuth in geometries con-
sistent with aligned dipoles. Their model profiles exhibit certain
characteristics of the observed line profile variability, such as
rotationally modulated line strengths and the appearance of red
absorption components at certain phases and inclinations, but
the predicted level of variability is higher than observed. More
recently, Kurosawa et al. (2008) applied a radiative transfer code
for H line formation to the three-dimensional output from the
MHD simulations of Romanova et al. (2003, 2004) which pre-
scribe the geometry, density, and velocity of two-armed accretion
streams that result from dipoles misaligned with the rotation axis
by angles ranging from 10 to 90. Applying temperatures similar
to those from the Muzerolle et al. (2001) axisymmetric models,
they were able to reproduce some of the trends in continuum and
profile variability frommodels. One of the larger discrepancies in
comparing the model profiles to observed ones is that the model
profiles for Paschen and Brackett lines are a factor of 2 narrower
than the mean value observed by Folha & Emerson (2001). The
problem is likely more complex than simply finding another
line-broadeningmechanism, since Pa has recently been shown
to have line widths that are correlated with the 1 m continuum
excess, in the sense that the narrowest lines are found among
objects with the lowest disk accretion rates (Edwards et al. 2006,
hereafter EFHK06). Evidence that some of the hydrogen emission
is formed in the accretion shock rather than the funnel flow is now
clearly demonstrated by the discovery of circular polarization in
the core of the Balmer lines (Donati et al. 2008). The implication
is that hydrogen lines are not necessarily a definitive means for
probing the properties of funnel flows, so additional probes are
desirable.
In this paper, we explore a different means of diagnosing the
geometry of the accretion flow, making use of the redshifted sub-
continuumabsorption in the 2p 3Po ! 2s 3S transition of neutral
helium (k10830), recently demonstrated to be a very sensitive
probe of both outflowing gas in the inner wind and infalling gas
in the funnel flow due to its frequent display of blue and red ab-
sorption (EFHK06). A subcontinuum absorption feature is a more
telltale diagnostic of a kinematic flow than an emission profile,
since its position (blue or red) indicates the direction of the flow,
its width indicates the range of line-of-sight velocities in the flow,
and its depth at a particular velocity indicates the fraction of the
continuum (stellar plus veiling) occulted by material moving at
that velocity. In the case of red absorption, the absorption depth
signals the fraction of the stellar surface covered by the funnel
flow at each velocity, making it an effective probe of the CTTS
accretion geometry.
This is the third in a series of papers about 1 m diagnostics of
accretion and outflow in CTTSs. The first, EFHK06, presented
1 m spectra from 38 CTTSs, including He i k10830 profiles,
Pa profiles, andmeasurements of the continuum excess ‘‘veiling’’
in the 1 m region. The second paper, Kwan et al. (2007, here-
after KEF07), modeled blueshifted absorption components at
He i k10830, which appear in about three-quarters of the sample,
and found that while some stars have winds best explained as
arising from the inner disk, others require an outflow moving
radially away from the star in an accretion-powered ‘‘stellar’’
wind. In this paper, we analyze redshifted subcontinuum absorp-
tion at He i k10830 in 21 CTTSs that present red absorption in at
least one observation. The following section describes the sample
selection, data acquisition, and data reduction. Section 3 presents
the data and discusses variability. In x 4, we present model scat-
tering profiles that arise in a dipolar flow geometry, show that they
explain only a fraction of the red absorption features, and explore
modifications to a dipolar flow that better explain the remaining
observations. Discussion and conclusions follow in xx 5 and 6.
2. SAMPLE AND DATA REDUCTION
In this paper we focus on the 21 of 38 CTTSs included in
EFHK06 that display redshifted subcontinuum absorption at
He i k10830 at least once in a multiepoch observing program
with Keck NIRSPEC. It includes spectra presented in EFHK06
acquired in 2001 November and 2002 November, when 8 of
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the 38 CTTSs were observed twice and 1 was observed on three
occasions. It also includes 33 additional spectra of 24 objects from
that study, taken in 2005, 2006, and 2007. In EFHK06, 19 of 38
CTTSs showed red absorption at He i k10830. In the subsequent
observing runs, He i k10830 red absorption was seen in two
additional stars. Thus, the 21 of 38 CTTSs (55%) that have shown
subcontinuum red helium absorption in at least one spectrum
of 81 acquired between 2001 and 2007 form the sample for this
paper. Among the 21 stars with helium red absorption, 12 were
observed more than once, with 6 observed twice, 1 observed
three times, 4 observed four times, and 1 observed six times.
The EFHK06 sample was assembled to span the full range of
mass accretion rates observed for CTTSs, from less than 109 to
106 M yr1, with a median rate of 108 M yr1. Most of
them are from the Taurus-Auriga star-forming region and have
spectral types of K7 to M0. The members of the subset of 21
stars that are the focus of this paper are identified in Table 1,
along with their spectral types, masses, radii, rotation periods,
median veilings rV at 0.57 m, and mass accretion rates from the
literature.We have included rV only for the 29 sources in common
with HEG95, obtained more than a decade earlier. We also list
the number of observations for each star.
As in the 2006 paper, the additional spectra were acquired
with NIRSPEC on Keck II (McLean et al. 1998) using the N1
filter (Y band), which covers the range 0.95Y1.12 m at a res-
olution R ¼ 25;000 (V ¼ 12 km s1). The echelle order of
primary interest extends from 1.081 to 1.096 m and contains
both He i k10830 and Pa. Spectra from the 2005Y2006 season
were acquired by G. Blake (2005 December 13) and D. Stark
(2006 January 13). Those from 2006 November and December
were obtained by L. Hillenbrand, W. Fischer, S. Edwards, and
C. Sharon. Finally, L. Hillenbrand obtained two additional spectra
of TW Hya in 2007 December. Data reduction, including wave-
length calibration and spatial rectification, extraction of one-
dimensional spectra from the images, and removal of telluric
emission and absorption features, is discussed in EFHK06.While
we used an IRAF script to reduce the EFHK06 data, we used the
IDL package REDSPEC by S. S. Kim, L. Prato, and I. McLean to
reduce data acquired in the fall of 2006 and later. EFHK06 also
describe the procedure for measuring photospheric lines to de-
termine the 1 mveiling rY , defined as the ratio of excess flux to
photospheric flux near the He i k10830 line (see also Hartigan
et al. 1989). After the veilings were determined, a nonaccreting
template that was artificially veiled to match the observed CTTSs
was subtracted from each target spectrum. This removed photo-
spheric absorption lines from the He i k10830 and Pa regions,
which allowed for a more accurate definition of the remaining
structure in each of these two lines.
We augmented the spectral templates from those of EFHK06,
resulting in a reassessment of the 1 m veiling for one object. Re-
cent determinations of the spectral type of BMAnd in the V band
range from G8 (Guenther & Hessman 1993) to K5 (Mora et al.
2001). In EFHK06 we used an early-K star to deveil the 2002
spectrum of BM And. However, using our new grid of tem-
plates acquired in the fall of 2006, we found that the G8 dwarf
HD75935 provides a bettermatch to the photosphere of BMAnd.
Deveiling the 2002 spectrum of BM And with this template
yields a veiling of 0.4, in contrast to the value of 0.1 reported in
EFHK06. We adopt the more appropriate veilings for BMAnd in
this work, rY ¼ 0:4 in 2002 and rY ¼ 0:5 in 2006. The veiling
TABLE 1
The 21 CTTSs with Subcontinuum Red Absorption at He i k10830
Object
(1)
Spectral Type
(2)
M
(3)
R
(4)
Vesc
(5)
Prot
(6)
Rco
(7)
rVh i
(8)
logM˙acc
(9)
Refs.
(10)
Nobs
(11)
AA Tau............................... K7 0.70 1.75 390 8.22 8.7 0.32 8.5 12, 9, 5, 9 4
BM And ............................. G8 2.03 3.02 510 . . . . . . . . . >9 15, 15, 7 2
CI Tau ................................ K7 0.70 1.94 370 . . . . . . 0.47 6.8 12, 12, 10 1
CY Tau............................... M1 0.43 1.70 310 7.5 7.2 1.20 8.1 12, 9, 4, 9 3
DK Tau .............................. K7 0.69 2.51 320 8.4 6.1 0.49 7.4 12, 9, 3, 9 4
DN Tau .............................. M0 0.52 2.15 300 6.0 5.2 0.08 8.5 12, 9, 2, 9 2
DR Tau............................... K7 0.69 2.75 310 9.0 5.9 9.60 5.1 12, 10, 4, 10 4
DS Tau ............................... K5 1.09 1.30 570 . . . . . . 0.96 7.9 12, 9, 9 1
FP Tau................................ M4 0.21 2.00 200 . . . . . . 0.15 7.7 12, 12, 10 1
GI Tau ................................ K6 0.93 1.74 450 7.2 8.8 0.24 8.0 12, 9, 17, 9 2
GK Tau .............................. K7 0.69 2.16 350 4.65 4.8 0.23 8.2 12, 9, 3, 9 2
HK Tau .............................. M0.5 0.45 1.65 320 . . . . . . 1.10 6.5 12, 12, 10 1
LkCa 8 ............................... M0 0.53 1.48 370 3.25 5.1 0.15 9.1 12, 9, 3, 9 2
RW Aur B .......................... K5 0.96 1.09 580 . . . . . . . . . 8.8 19, 19, 19 1
SU Aur............................... G2 2.02 3.27 490 1.7 2.3 . . . 8.0 12, 12, 6, 8 1
TW Hya ............................. K7 0.75 1.04 520 2.80 7.3 . . . 9.3 18, 18, 13, 14 6
UY Aur............................... M0 0.54 1.30 400 . . . . . . 0.40 7.6 11, 11, 11 4
UZ Tau E ........................... M1 0.43 1.39 340 . . . . . . 0.73 8.7 19, 19, 19 1
UZ Tau W.......................... M2 0.33 1.88 260 . . . . . . . . . 8.0 11, 11, 11 1
V836 Tau ........................... K7 0.71 1.43 440 7.0 9.6 0.05 8.2 12, 12, 16, 10 2
YY Ori ............................... K7 0.68 3.00 290 7.58 4.8 1.80 5.5 10, 10, 1, 10 1
Notes.—Col. (2): Spectral type. Col. (3): Stellar mass in M. Col. (4): Stellar radius in R. Col. (5): Stellar escape velocity in km s1, calculated from cols. (3)
and (4). Col. (6): Rotation period in days. Col. (7): Corotation radius in R, calculated from cols. (3), (4), and (6). Col. (8): Median veiling at 5700 8 from HEG95.
Col. (9): Logarithm of the mass accretion rate inM yr1. Col. (10): References for the spectral type, stellar luminosity (to determineM and R), rotation rate (where
available), and mass accretion rate. Col. (11): Number of spectra acquired with NIRSPEC.
References.—(1) Bertout et al. 1996; (2) Bouvier et al. 1986; (3) Bouvier et al. 1993; (4) Bouvier et al. 1995; (5) Bouvier et al. 2007b; (6) DeWarf et al. 2003;
(7) Guenther & Hessman 1993; (8) Gullbring et al. 2000; (9) Gullbring et al. 1998; (10) HEG95; (11) Hartigan & Kenyon 2003; (12) Kenyon & Hartmann 1995;
(13) Lawson&Crause 2005; (14)Muzerolle et al. 2000; (15) Rostopchina 1999; (16) Rydgren et al. 1984; (17) Vrba et al. 1986; (18)Webb et al. 1999; (19)White &Ghez
2001.
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determinations for all the other objects from EFHK06 are un-
affected by our extended grid of templates.
We used the stellar mass, radius, and rotation period to cal-
culate the escape velocity and the star-disk corotation radius for
each star, which are included in Table 1 and will be used in later
analysis of the accretion geometry. We carefully surveyed the lit-
erature to acquire the most up-to-date estimates of spectral types
and stellar luminosities, using Kenyon & Hartmann (1995) and
Gullbring et al. (1998) in most cases. The luminosity of YY Ori
(HEG95) was updated to reflect the latest estimate of the distance
to Orion (Menten et al. 2007), which is 10% less than the earlier
value. Spectral types were converted into effective temperatures
using the scale fromHillenbrand &White (2004), and stellar radii
follow directly from application of the Stefan-Boltzmann law to
the effective temperatures and luminosities. Stellar masses are
then derived from the Siess et al. (2000) pre-main-sequence tracks,
available online.5 Since the escape velocity will be an important
parameter in comparing observed profiles to model profiles, we
have given some thought to its accuracy. With a dependency on
M /R, the largest source of uncertainty in calculating the escape
velocity is the uncertainty in TeA, since temperature strongly af-
fects both the mass and radius determination, while luminosity
only weakly influences the radius estimate. We assess the typical
error in the escape velocity to be 20%. For the 12 stars with
rotation periods in the literature, we calculate corotation radii
with a typical error of 20%, provided the photometric period is
equivalent to the rotation period.
Three of the 21 objects are known members of binary pairs
resolved in our spectra where we have observed only the primary:
DK Tau A, HK Tau A, and UY Aur A. For another system,
RWAur, we have resolved spectra of RWAur A and RWAur B,
but only the latter shows red absorption at He i k10830 and thus
qualifies as part of the sample for this study. There is conflicting
evidence in the literature on whether RWAur B has a close com-
panion at an angular separation of 0.1200 with a K-band flux ratio
of 0.024 (Ghez et al. 1993; Correia et al. 2006). In our spectra we
see the lines of only one object consistent with a K5 spectral
type, andwe call this RWAurB.An additional two objects are un-
resolved binaries: UZ Tau E and UZ Tau W. For these, we also
see lines from only one star and attribute the 1 m continuum
and line profiles to the primary.
3. EMPIRICAL RESULTS
In this study we concentrate on the red absorption seen at
He i k10830 as a probe of the accreting gas, ignoring the blue
absorption that arises from disk and stellar winds (KEF07). For
each spectrum of the 21 stars that show subcontinuum redshifted
He i k10830 absorption at least once, Table 2 lists the HJD of the
observation, the 1 m veiling, and the measurements of the red
absorption. In this sectionwe first compare the veilings of the stars
in this study to those from the ensemble of 38CTTSs in EFHK06,
and then we present the profiles and kinematic data for the ref-
erence sample, consisting of the single observation of each star
with the deepest red absorption (identified with an asterisk in
Table 2). Next, we demonstrate that the propensity for He i k10830
to absorb all impinging 1 m photons provides a means of es-
timating the origination radius in the disk for infalling gas and
the filling factor of accreting material immediately before the ac-
cretion shock.We conclude the sectionwith a discussion of profile
and veiling variability.
3.1. Veiling and Redshifted Absorption
Our additional observations beyond those in EFHK06 confirm
the result reported therein, that subcontinuum redshifted absorp-
tion is more prevalent in CTTSs with low veiling. We illustrate
this in Figure 1, where the equivalent width of the redshifted
He i k10830 absorption below the continuum is plotted against
both the simultaneous 1 m veiling rY and the nonsimultaneous
optical veiling rV for the 38 CTTSs in EFHK06. The 21 CTTSs
that are the focus of this study, showing redshifted absorption at
least once among 46 spectra, are each identified by name. The re-
maining 17 CTTSs that have not yet been seen to show redshifted
absorption among 35 spectra acquired to date appear as plus signs
(but can be identified from EFHK06). All points in the figure
are averages for objects with multiple observations taken between
2001 and 2007.
We have included the optical veiling measurements in Figure 1
because it is the excess emission at optical and shorter wave-
lengths that is associated with luminosity from accretion shocks
and is the basis for deriving disk accretion rates. Note that the
range of veilings is different at each of the two wavelengths, with
maxima of rV ¼ 9:6 and rY ¼ 2, and that although all CTTSs
show detectable veiling in the optical (HEG95), 7 of 38 have no
detectable veiling at 1 m. (All the CTTSs with rY ¼ 0 do show
He i k10830 and Pa in emission, differentiating them from
WTTSs.) Despite these differences, objects with low rV have
low rY, and objects with high rV have high rY , clarifying that the
1 m veiling is a rough proxy for optical /UV veiling and disk
accretion rate and that variations in the disk accretion rate are
relativelymodest over timescales of a decade. The proportionality
between rY and disk accretion rate is further corroborated by the
excellent correlation between rY and the equivalent width of
Pa emission (EFHK06), assuming that the equivalent width of
Pa, like that of Pa, is correlated with accretion rate (Muzerolle
et al. 1998; Folha & Emerson 2001; Natta et al. 2004).
The prime message from Figure 1 is that when the veiling is
high, rY > 0:5 or rV > 2, red absorption at He i k10830 is rare.
Although the number of observations of each of the 38 stars
ranges from one to six, we note that out of a total of 25 observa-
tions of the nine objects with rY > 0:5, only once, in one of four
observations of the highest veiling object DR Tau, did a weak
redshifted absorption appear. In contrast, out of the 56 total spec-
tra of the 29 objects with rY  0:5 or rV  2, redshifted absorp-
tion is detected in 37 spectra. Even with our nonuniform sampling
of individual objects, it is clear that the frequency of redshifted
absorption in CTTSs with the highest veilings, seen in only 4%
(1 of 25) of the total spectra of nine objects, is significantly lower
than that in CTTSs with more modest veilings, where red absorp-
tion is seen in 66% (37 of 56) of the total spectra of 29 objects.
Spectral variability for these objects is discussed in x 3.4.
3.2. Line Profiles and Subcontinuum Absorption
He i k10830 profiles for the 21 CTTSs that have shown sub-
continuum redshifted absorption at least once are presented in
Figure 2. This set of profiles is for the reference sample, and the
profiles are ordered by their simultaneous 1 m veiling. The part
of the profile we identify as the red absorption component is de-
lineated in Figure 2 by shading. As noted above, the reference
sample contains the profile with the deepest red absorption at
He i k10830 for each star (in contrast to the reference sample
from EFHK06 that emphasized blueshifted absorption from
winds). The full set of profiles observed for the 12 stars with
multiple spectra appears in x 3.4, where we discuss variability.5 See http://www-astro.ulb.ac.be/~siess/server/ hrdfind.html.
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The reference sample is used in all subsequent analysis unless
we are explicitly considering profile or veiling variations.
The uniqueness of the He i k10830 line in the study of accreting
gas is immediately seen by comparing it to the Pa profile found
in the sameNIRSPEC order. This comparison ismade in Figure 3,
which zooms in on the red side of the profile for each of the 21
objects in the reference sample, sorted now by the equivalent
width of the He i k10830 red absorption. (We have ignored the
blue half of the line in order to draw attention to the red absorption;
full Pa profiles can be found in EFHK06.) Only 5 of 21 (24%)
stars show red absorption at both He i k10830 and Pa, and when
seen, it is considerably weaker at Pa. Specifically, the maximum
depth of red absorption seen at Pa is 21% of the continuum,
compared to 61% for k10830, and the maximum equivalent width
is 1.18, versus 4.58 at k10830. Surprisingly, the three stars with
the strongest helium absorption (AA Tau, GI Tau, and DK Tau)
show no absorption at Pa, while the three stars with the strongest
Pa absorption (TWHya,BMAnd, andYYOri) have intermediate
TABLE 2
Veilings and Measurements of He i k10830 Subcontinuum Red Absorption
Object
(1)
HJD
(2)
rY
(3)
Wk
(8)
(4)
Dmax
(%)
(5)
VC
(km s1)
(6)
FWQM
(km s1)
(7)
Vblue
(km s1)
(8)
Vred
(km s1)
(9)
AA Tau....................... 605.0 0.2 0.5 14 185 120 110 250
606.9 0.1 1.9 42 110 170 40 250
1718.0 0.0 4.5 61 90 310 40 310
2069.0 0.1 0.9 24 50 70 0a 80
BM And ..................... 604.8 0.4 2.3 28 115 260 20 290
2068.7 0.5 2.9 40 90 270 40 280
CI Tau ........................ 605.9 0.2 1.3 17 140 290 10 310
CY Tau....................... 606.8 0.1 1.0 27 140 120 80 230
1718.0 0.0 1.1 37 140 100 80 240
2068.8 0.2 0.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DK Tau ...................... 604.9 0.5 2.1 28 145 290 20 330
606.9 0.5 1.9 37 80 240 0a 280
1748.9 0.0 3.1 40 150 320 20 340
2068.9 0.4 1.9 34 95 290 0a 310
DN Tau ...................... 606.0 0.0 1.3 30 145 170 60 250
1718.0 0.0 1.2 33 150 140 70 260
DR Tau....................... 605.0 2.0 0.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
606.0 2.0 0.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
606.9 2.0 0.7 14 235 160 150 320
2069.1 3.5 0.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DS Tau ....................... 605.9 0.4 1.1 18 205 240 90 340
FP Tau........................ 605.0 0.1 0.5 17 50 120 0a 120
GI Tau ........................ 606.0 0.1 3.1 47 160 230 50 330
2069.8 0.0 3.3 52 180 240 50 350
GK Tau ...................... 606.0 0.3 0.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2069.8 0.1 0.5 11 160 140 50 220
HK Tau ...................... 606.1 0.4 0.5 17 75 100 30 140
LkCa 8 ....................... 604.9 0.05 1.4 32 160 160 70 280
2068.9 0.1 1.2 24 125 190 40 250
RW Aur B .................. 605.1 0.1 2.8 43 160 230 50 330
SU Aur....................... 607.0 0.0 1.6 35 50 180 50 150
TW Hya ..................... 605.2 0.0 0.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
606.1 0.0 0.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1718.1 0.1 1.4 32 245 170 170 370
2069.1 0.1 0.9 17 255 170 170 350
2452.1 0.0 0.8 17 230 190 150 350
2453.1 0.1 0.7 14 240 190 160 330
UY Aur....................... 605.0 0.4 0.4 14 160 110 110 220
607.0 0.4 0.4 12 160 110 100 220
1718.1 0.2 0.7 20 160 130 90 240
2069.9 0.3 0.5 13 160 120 90 230
UZ Tau E ................... 605.9 0.3 0.2 8 185 60 150 210
UZ Tau W.................. 605.9 0.1 0.6 18 75 140 20 170
V836 Tau ................... 606.0 0.0 1.7 35 160 170 80 300
1749.0 0.0 0.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
YY Ori ....................... 607.1 0.4 2.1 37 225 210 110 390
Notes.—Col. (2): Heliocentric Julian Date (2,452,000+); for multiple observations, an asterisk indicates membership in the reference
sample. Col. (3): Veiling at 1 m. Col. (4): Equivalent width of red absorption below the continuum. Col. (5): Percentage of the continuum
absorbed at the deepest point of the profile. Col. (6): Centroid of the red absorption. Col. (7): Width at one-quarter of red absorption minimum.
Col. (8): Minimum velocity of red absorption. Col. (9): Maximum velocity of red absorption.
a The true minimum velocity is obscured by central absorption; we assume Vblue ¼ 0.
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helium absorption, although their Pa absorption does share
similar velocity structure with their helium absorption. In models
for H line formation in magnetospheric accretion scenarios, in-
verse P Cygni absorption is seen only when the accretion rate is
favorable and the line of sight is directed toward the hot continuum
in the accretion shock. In contrast, our data indicate a much wider
range of formation conditions for red absorption at He i k10830,
which offers a unique probe of the infalling gas projected in front
of the stellar surface by absorbing continuum photons from both
the star and the accretion shock.
The measured parameters of the He i k10830 red absorption,
i.e., the section of the profile shaded in Figure 2, are listed for each
observation in Table 2, with an asterisk identifying the spectrum
in the reference sample for stars with multiple observations. Pa-
rameters include the equivalent widthWk, the depth of maximum
penetration into the continuumDmax, the centroid velocityVC, and
the width measured at one-quarter of the absorption minimum,
FWQM. We also tabulate velocities at the blueward and redward
edges of the absorption, Vblue and Vred. In most cases, Vblue is
easily identified as the location where emission sharply transitions
to red absorption. On the other hand, the gradual return to the con-
tinuum at the high-velocity end makes Vred less straightforward
to measure. In order to have a uniform definition for all stars, we
conservatively define Vred as the velocity where the absorption
reaches 95% of the continuum level, with the consequence that
it is somewhat smaller than the extreme infall velocity. Histo-
grams illustrating the diversity of these parameters are given in
Figure 4. The equivalentwidths range from0.2 to 4.58, maximum
penetrations into the continuum range from 8% to 61%, centroids
range from 50 to 255 km s1, and FWQM ranges from 60 to
320 km s1. In many stars the absorption begins near the stellar
rest velocity, so the FWQMreflects the truewidth of the absorbing
velocities. In others Vblue is well redward of the rest velocity (e.g.,
DR Tau and TW Hya) due to the presence of helium emission
that is likely from another region, such as the wind, that is filling
in the red absorption and reducing its magnitude.
3.3. Maximum Infall Velocities
Without assuming any particular infall geometry, we can es-
timate the outer extent of an accretion flow by comparing themost
redward velocity in an absorption profile with the stellar escape
velocity. A particle undergoing ballistic infall from a distance R
toward a star of massM and radius R has a free-fall speed at a
distance r of
vA¼ 2GM
R
R
r
 R
R
  1=2
¼Vesc R
r
 R
R
 1=2
; ð1Þ
where Vesc is the escape velocity from the surface of the star. The
largest infall velocity achieved in the funnel flow, immediately
before impact, is thus set by themaximum distance where infalling
gas leaves the disk, Rmax, i.e., Vmax ¼ Vesc 1 R /Rmaxð Þ1=2. We
can then use the velocity of the red edge of the He i k10830 ab-
sorption, Vred, as an indicator for Vmax and hence determine Rmax.
The depth of the absorption near Vred will then indicate the filling
factor of infalling gas immediately before it impacts the photo-
sphere. However, because of projection effects and the conser-
vative assumption for measuring Vred, this gives a lower limit to
the actual Vmax, and thus the corresponding inferred maximum
distance for infall, Rred, will be a lower limit to the actual value
of Rmax. Thus, Vmax  Vred, and withRmax in units of R, we have
Rmax 1 V 2red=V 2esc
 1 Rred: ð2Þ
In Table 3 we list Vred, Vesc, and their ratio, followed by the
implied Rred. Figure 5 shows the locations of the 21 observations
of the reference sample in the (Vred, Vesc) space, as well as dotted
lines corresponding to Vred /Vesc values of 0.94, 0.87, 0.71, and
0.30, or Rred ¼ 8R, 4R, 2R, and 1:1R, respectively. The av-
erage value of Rred is 2:9R, and the median is 1:9R, where we
adopt Rred  8R for the three stars with Vred > Vesc. Of these
three outliers, YY Ori has Vred /Vesc ¼ 1:4, which indicates an
error in the stellar parameters, while the other two, DR Tau and
DK Tau, have Vred values that are slightly larger than Vesc but
within the estimated 20% uncertainty. If we used a less conser-
vative estimate for Vred as the outermost redward velocity (see
x 3.2), at a penetration depth of 2% rather than 5% of the con-
tinuum, then the median Rred would increase to 2:9R.
In Figure 6 we compare Rred to Rco for the 12 stars with
published rotation periods ( listed in Table 1). For this group of
stars, the median ratio of Rred to Rco is 0.4, which increases to
0.5 for the less conservative estimate of the maximum redward
velocity and can increase further when projection effects are
considered. This is well inside the corotation radius for most stars,
but as is apparent from model profiles in x 4, for some viewing
angles projection effects can result in a significant underestimate
of Rmax as determined from Rred. Three stars show Rred /Rco > 1:3
(YY Ori, DR Tau, and DK Tau), indicating that infall originates
close to or possibly outside corotation, unless the error in Rco is
larger than the typical 20% uncertainty.
Fig. 1.—Equivalent width of red absorption at He i k10830 vs. veiling for
CTTSs from EFHK06. The top panel shows the relation for the simultaneously
measured 1 m veiling rY for all 38 CTTSs, using averages for stars with multiple
observations. The 21 stars featured here show helium red absorption in at least
one observation and are labeled with abbreviations of their names. The 17 that
have not been observed to show red absorption are identified with plus signs. The
bottom panel plots the same equivalent width data vs. the average of optical veiling
measurements (k ¼ 57008) fromHEG95, obtained a decade before theNIRSPEC
campaign, which exist for 29 of the EFHK06 stars. In this and future scatter plots,
points that would otherwise overlap are slightly offset for clarity.
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Fig. 2.—Reference sample of residual He i k10830 profiles for the 21 CTTSs with subcontinuum redshifted absorption (shaded area), ordered by decreasing 1 m
veiling rY . Since the veiled photospheric contribution has been subtracted, the continuum corresponds to zero on the flux axis, and total absorption of the continuum
corresponds to 1. Velocities are relative to the stellar photosphere, and the spectra are plotted with 3 pixel binning.
Fig. 3.—Comparison of the red half of He i k10830 (left) and Pa (right) profiles from the reference sample, arranged top to bottom in order of increasing He i k10830
red absorption equivalent width. Subcontinuum absorption is shaded in both lines.
The projected area of the accretion flow immediately above the
accretion shock can be equated to the depth of the absorption at
the highest velocity in the red absorption profile. This estimate
will be most reliable for objects where both (1) Vred is near Vesc,
indicating that projection effects are not significantly altering
our determination of the velocity just before impact, and (2) the
1 m veiling is near zero, indicating that the red absorption is
solely due to scattering of stellar photons so the absorption depth
at each velocity is the minimum percentage of the stellar surface
that is obscured at that velocity. In the reference sample, three
stars with Vred  0:8Vesc and no 1 m veiling have significant
absorption depths at 0:9Vred: AA Tau (14%), DK Tau (10%),
and GI Tau (10%). Their implied projected areas of material
moving close to the escape velocity are an order of magnitude
larger than the accretion shock filling factors estimated from
their optical continuum excesses (CG98). Although accretion
flows do ‘‘funnel’’ into narrow columns as they arrive at mag-
netic footpoints on the stellar surface, the coverage fraction of
the flow in typical dipole flow geometries diminishes by less than
50% from1:2R to R as the speed increases from0:9Vred to
Vred, not by an order of magnitude. This hints that in at least sev-
eral stars, a conventional dipolar accretion flow will have dif-
ficulty reconciling small shock filling factors with deep, broad
red absorption.
3.4. Variability
The He i k10830 profiles for the 12 CTTSs in this study with
multiple spectra are shown in Figure 7, where for each star the full
set of observed profiles is superposed and the range of simulta-
neous veilings is indicated. Since the time intervals are randomly
Fig. 4.—Histograms of red absorption profile measurements for the reference sample.
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distributed, ranging from days to years, only very general state-
ments about variability can be made. Three categories of vari-
ability are seen: (1) five objects always show redshifted absorption
with little variation in the absorption morphology (BM And,
UYAur, LkCa 8, DN Tau, and GI Tau); (2) two objects always
show red absorption, but the profile morphology changes dra-
matically (AA Tau and DK Tau); and (3) five objects have no
redshifted absorption at one epoch but do show it at another epoch
(DR Tau, GK Tau, TW Hya, CY Tau, and V836 Tau).
The five stars observed at least four times (AATau, DK Tau,
DRTau, TWHya, and UYAur) can be examined to see whether
there is a relation between veiling and the He i k10830 red ab-
sorption. The red absorption equivalent width is plotted against
rY for each observation of these five stars in Figure 8. For the
star with little change in the morphology of its red absorption
(UYAur), the veiling varies by a factor of 2. For the two stars
where redshifted absorption is always present but changes dra-
matically (AATau and DK Tau), the absorption is strongest when
the veiling is lowest (i.e., not detected). For the two starswhere red-
shifted absorption comes and goes (DRTau and TWHya), there
is no relation between veiling and the strength of the absorption.
Each of the five stars with at least four observations was ob-
served on at least two nights of a three-night run in 2002, pro-
viding a look at short-term variability and the possible role of
rotation. Data points from this run appear in Figure 8 as open
symbols, and the pair of asterisks for TWHya are from a second
set of two consecutive nights 5 years hence, in 2007. The only
objects to show much variation over a timescale of days were
DR Tau, which showed weak red absorption only on the last of
TABLE 3
Maximum Infall Distances and Corotation Radii
Object
(1)
Vred
(2)
Vesc
(3)
Vred /Vesc
(4)
Rred
a
(5)
Rco
b
(6)
Rred /Rco
c
(7)
AA Tau............... 310 390 0.79 2.7 8.7 0.3
BM And ............. 280 510 0.55 1.4 [6.3] [0.2]
CI Tau ................ 310 370 0.84 3.4 [6.3] [0.5]
CY Tau............... 240 310 0.77 2.5 7.2 0.4
DK Tau .............. 340 320 1.06 [8] 6.1 [1.3]
DN Tau .............. 260 300 0.87 4.0 5.2 0.8
DR Tau............... 320 310 1.03 [8] 5.9 [1.4]
DS Tau ............... 340 570 0.60 1.6 [6.3] [0.3]
FP Tau................ 120 200 0.60 1.6 [6.3] [0.3]
GI Tau ................ 350 450 0.78 2.5 8.8 0.3
GK Tau .............. 220 350 0.63 1.7 4.8 0.4
HK Tau .............. 140 320 0.44 1.2 [6.3] [0.2]
LkCa 8 ............... 280 370 0.76 2.3 5.1 0.5
RW Aur B .......... 330 580 0.57 1.5 [6.3] [0.2]
SU Aur............... 150 490 0.31 1.1 2.3 0.5
TW Hya ............. 370 520 0.71 2.0 7.3 0.3
UY Aur............... 240 400 0.60 1.6 [6.3] [0.3]
UZ Tau E ........... 210 340 0.62 1.6 [6.3] [0.3]
UZ Tau W.......... 170 260 0.65 1.7 [6.3] [0.3]
V836 Tau ........... 300 440 0.68 1.9 9.6 0.2
YY Ori ............... 390 290 1.34 [8] 4.8 [1.7]
Notes.—For the reference sample only. Col. (2): Maximum velocity of He i
k10830 red absorption (km s1). Col. (3): Escape velocity from the stellar sur-
face (km s1). Col. (5): Lower limit to maximum distance of infalling material
(R). Col. (6): Corotation radius (R).
a Brackets indicate an assumed Rred  8R, since Vred > Vesc.
b Brackets indicate that, since Prot and thus Rco are unknown, Rco is set to the
mean of the known values.
c Brackets indicate uncertainty due to one of the preceding conditions.
Fig. 5.—Velocity at the red edge of the He i k10830 absorption (Vred) vs. the
stellar escape velocity (Vesc) for the 21 profiles of the reference sample. The solid
line represents Vred ¼ Vesc, while the dotted lines represent the ratios of Vred to
Vesc for ballistic infall from 8R, 4R, 2R, and 1:1R, assuming Vred ¼ Vmax.
Fig. 6.—Graphical comparison between Rred, the minimum distance from the
star of the outermost edge of the flow estimated from Vred, and Rco, the star-disk
corotation radius, for the 12 stars with known Prot. Sort is by Rred /Rco, which
decreases from top to bottom. Lower limits to Rred are indicated by ‘‘greater than’’
symbols.
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three consecutive nights in 2002, and AA Tau, which we now
discuss further.
The variability of AA Tau at optical wavelengths has been
thoroughly examined in the context of rotational modulation
from a misaligned magnetosphere interacting with the inner disk
(Bouvier et al. 1999, 2003, 2007b). Briefly, the system is close to
edge-on, with an inclination angle of 75

, and the rotation period
is 8.22 days. Phase zero corresponds to the epoch of maximum
V-band flux, while phase 0.5 is characterized by a reduction in
V-band flux due to occultation of the star by a warped disk. Ac-
cretion diagnostics are strongest near phase 0.5, with redshifted
absorption appearing at H and H between phase 0.39 and
phase 0.52 accompanied by a rise in the optical veiling (measured
between 5400 and 67008) from 0.2 at phase zero to between 0.4
and 0.7 during the occultation phase.
To see whether our 1 m data of AATau are consistent with
this picture, we adopt the 8.22 day rotation period, assign phase
0.51 to HJD 2,453,308 (Bouvier et al. 2007b), and convert our
observation dates to rotation phases. Figure 9 shows the He i
k10830 and Pa profiles and veilings for each of our four ob-
servations, corresponding to projected phases from 0 to 0.4.
The figure also plots the equivalent width of He i k10830 red
absorption against the derived phase, where each point is roughly
aligned with its corresponding profiles. While He i k10830 red
absorption appears at all phases, it is weakest near phase zero
and increases steadily to phase 0.39. The velocity at the red ab-
sorption edge (Vred) also varies, increasing from 250 km s
1 near
phase zero to 310 km s1 at phase 0.39. In contrast, Pa shows red
absorption only once, close to phase zero, when the 1 m veiling
is also highest. If the phasing from the Bouvier epoch is accurate,
then the deepest and widest red absorption at He i k10830 occurs
at the phase associated with maximum accretion effects in the
optical when the line of sight pierces the disk warp and the ac-
cretion shock. However, this then means that the 1 m veiling
and the Pa red absorption are out of phase with respect to optical
veilings and profiles. Whether or not this phase projection is
accurate, the profile sequence for He i k10830 and Pa provides
another illustration of the very different kinds of information
Fig. 7.—Residual He i k10830 profiles of the 12 CTTSs that were observed more than once and that show subcontinuum redshifted absorption in at least one observation.
The reference sample spectra are shown with thicker lines, and the range of observed 1 m veilings appears in each panel.
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Fig. 8.—Equivalent width of red absorption at He i k10830 vs. the 1 mveiling for stars with at least four observations and at least one helium profile with subcontinuum
red absorption. Observations on contiguous days are represented by open symbols for 2002 and asterisks for 2007.
Fig. 9.—Relation between red absorption and rotational phase for four spectra of AATau (phased from Bouvier et al. 2007b). The He i k10830 and Pa profiles of AATau
are shown above the corresponding equivalent width of the red absorption at He i k10830 for each phase. Profiles are labeled with the simultaneous 1 m veiling, and their
velocity axes run from500 to 500 km s1. For the helium line, the flux axis runs from1 to 1, while for Pa, it runs from0.5 to 0.5 to elucidate the morphology of the
weaker profiles.
about the accretion flow that can be inferred from these two lines.
Clearly, time-monitoring studies at 1 m will be revealing.
4. SCATTERING MODELS AND COMPARISON
TO OBSERVATIONS
Radiative transfer models of hydrogen lines arising in the
accretion flow (Muzerolle et al. 2001; Symington et al. 2005;
Kurosawa et al. 2006, 2008) have been successful in reproducing
general characteristics of these lines in some stars. However, the
models assume that all of the hydrogen emission arises in the
funnel flow, they depend on an assumed temperature in the flow
that is not well understood, and they are limited in their ability to
constrain the accretion geometry. In this section, we take a new
approach to understanding CTTS accretion flows, modeling the
scattering of continuum photons by He i k10830 in the infalling
gas. The lower level of the He i k10830 transition (2s 3S) is 21 eV
above the ground state, restricting its formation to regions near the
star where the ionizing photon flux is high. Further, since the only
permitted transition downward from the upper level (2p 3Po) is
emission of a k10830 photon, we model this line as resonance
scattering.
We first lay out the assumptions of our model, in which the
accretion geometry is the commonly adopted dipolar flow, a geom-
etrically flat disk is truncated by the innermost field lines, and all
accreting field lines terminate in an accretion shock of uniform
temperature at the stellar photosphere that generates a continuum
excess observable as veiling. We then compare profiles generated
from these models to the observed He i k10830 red absorption
profiles. The basic dipolar flow is found lacking in a significant
number of objects, so we then explore modifications to this geom-
etry that better explain these observations.
4.1. Basic Dipolar Flow
We first consider an axisymmetric dipolar field in which the
stellar magnetic and rotational axes are aligned and an opaque
accretion disk extends from an initial radius Ri to infinity in the
equatorial plane. The outline of the overall structure of accretion
from the disk to the star is completely specified by two parameters,
although there is some flexibility in which two parameters we
choose. One pair is Ri and Rf , which indicate the range in radial
distance from the star, i.e., Ri  R  Rf , over which the dipolar
field lines that participate in accretion are distributed over the
disk. Alternatively, we can specify i and f , whichmark the range
in polar angle, i.e., f    i and ( i)    ( f ),
where the same field lines are distributed at the stellar surface.
The relation between the two pairs is apparent from the dipolar
field structure, which stipulates that
Ri; f ¼ R= sin2i;f : ð3Þ
A third pair of parameters is F and R0, where F ¼ cos f 
cos i is the fraction of the stellar surface outlined by the above
field lines and R0 ¼ R /sin20, with cos f  cos 0 ¼ cos 0 
cos i, marks the approximate median radius of where the accre-
tion flow originates in the disk. The median field line originating
at R0 will thus correspond to a median polar angle on the star of
0. We find this pair of parameters to be instructive, since if the
whole geometric structure is fully occupied by accreting gas,
then F will equal f, the filling factor of the accretion shock. In
this subsection, we consider F ¼ f and thus use f to indicate
both the fraction of the stellar surface outlined by the overall flow
structure and the filling factor of shocked gas at the terminus of
the accreting field lines, as in previous work by others.
The modeled values of R0 and f are chosen to sample the full
range of plausible accretion flow sizes and filling factors. The
values of R0, taken to be 2R, 4R, and 8R, are consistent with
the understanding that the accretion flow arises near the star-disk
corotation radius (Ghosh & Lamb 1978; Ko¨nigl 1991; Shu et al.
1994). The values of f, taken to be 0.01, 0.05, and 0.1, cover
the range found from shock models of CG98. The top section of
Table 4 lists the nine modeled combinations of R0 (0), f (¼F),
and the associated ranges (Ri;Rf ) over which material leaves the
disk. These configurations are visualized in Figure 10. (The bot-
tom section of the table lists cases with F 6¼ f , which are explored
beginning in x 4.2.) Three cases correspond closely to geometries
used in previous models of magnetospheric accretion (Muzerolle
et al. 2001). The case with R0 ¼ 4R and f ¼ 0:01 approximates
their SN (small /narrow) case, the case with R0 ¼ 4R and f ¼
0:05 approximates their SW (small /wide) case, and the case with
R0 ¼ 8R and f ¼ 0:01 approximates their LW (large/wide) case.
For each model the veiling rk from the associated accretion
shock, defined as the ratio of the continuum excess flux Fv to the
stellar flux F, is determined by the blackbody temperatures of
the star and hot gas from the shock, the magnitude of f, and the
viewing angle. In all cases we assume a T ¼ 4000K blackbody
for the stellar continuum and a Tv ¼ 8000 K blackbody for the
continuum from the accretion shock. This is a typical value found
byCG98 from continuum excesses shortward of 0.5m, although
values as high as 10,000 K or as low as 6000 K are sometimes
indicated. The veiling at wavelength k is
rk Fv
F
	 I
bb
k Tvð Þ
Ibbk Tð Þ
f
1 f
 
; ð4Þ
TABLE 4
Model Magnetospheric Geometry Parameters
R0
(1)
0
(2)
F
(3)
f
(4)
rY
(5)
Ri
(6)
Rf
(7)
Undiluted
2................... 45 0.01 0.01 0.06 1.97 2.03
0.05 0.05 0.33 1.87 2.16
0.10 0.10 0.70 1.76 2.34
4................... 30 0.01 0.01 0.06 3.87 4.14
0.05 0.05 0.33 3.42 4.85
0.10 0.10 0.70 2.99 6.22
8................... 20.7 0.01 0.01 0.06 7.44 8.65
0.05 0.05 0.33 5.84 12.9
0.10 0.10 0.70 4.63 34.5
Diluted
2................... 45 0.05 0.01 0.06 1.87 2.16
0.10 0.01 0.06 1.76 2.34
0.20 0.01 0.06 1.58 2.87
4................... 30 0.05 0.01 0.06 3.42 4.85
0.10 0.01 0.06 2.99 6.22
0.20 0.01 0.06 2.42 15.0
8................... 20.7 0.05 0.01 0.06 5.84 12.9
0.10 0.01 0.06 4.63 34.5
Notes.—Col. (1): Fiducial disk coupling radius (R). Col. (2): Stellar impact
angle in degrees from the pole. Col. (3): Fraction of the star over which the full
range of magnetospheric footpoints is distributed. Col. (4): Filling factor of ac-
cretion shocks on the stellar surface. Col. (5): Approximate 1 m veiling (eq. [4]).
Col. (6): Innermost radius at which accretingmaterial leaves the disk, as well as the
disk truncation radius (R). Col. (7): Outermost radius at which accreting material
leaves the disk (R). Ri and Rf follow directly from R0 and F.
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where the approximate equality arises from setting the ratio of
the projected areas of the two continua perpendicular to the line
of sight, which depends on viewing angle, to simply f /(1 f ).
Over the full range of viewing angles, the observed rk for the
same f can vary by a factor of a few (see x 4.1.1).
The approximate value for rY from equation (4), without in-
cluding the effect of viewing angle, is identified in Figure 10 for
each of the three values of f. With our assumed temperatures,
the ratio of the blackbody intensities from the veiling continuum
and the photosphere Ibbk (Tv)/I
bb
k (T) is 24.5 at k ¼ 57008 and 6.3
at k ¼ 1:08 m, so that for a typical observed f ¼ 0:01, the ap-
proximate veilings at these wavelengths are rV ¼ 0:25 and rY ¼
0:06. The corresponding ratio of rV /rY  4 is preserved for all f
and is independent of viewing angle.
The velocity of the flow has contributions from both free fall
and rotation. The free-fall speed at a distance r from the star along
a field line threading the disk at R is given by equation (1). Since
the gas follows the field lines, the velocity vector takes the form
vA¼ vA 3q
1=2(1 q)1=2rˆ 
 (2 3q)zˆ
(4 3q)1=2
" #
ð5Þ
(Calvet&Hartmann 1992;Hartmann et al. 1994). Here q ¼ sin2,
and (rˆ; %ˆ; zˆ) are unit vectors in the cylindrical coordinate system.
Above the equatorial plane, the plus sign applies, while below the
equatorial plane, the minus sign applies so that the flow is always
from the disk to the star.
For the rotational component of the flow, the magnetosphere is
assumed to rotate rigidly with velocity
v ¼ v 
R
%ˆ; ð6Þ
where v is the rotation speed of the star at its equator, assumed
here to be 0:05Vesc, or 15 km s
1 when Vesc ¼ 300 km s1, a
typical value for TTSs (Rebull et al. 2004 and references therein),
and  is the cylindrical radial distance of a point from the rotation
axis. Since the rotational motion is for the most part transverse
to the line of sight for the absorbing gas seen projected in front
of the star, it has a very small effect on the absorption part of the
line profile.
The flow scatters continuum photons, which arise from the star
and the accretion-heated photosphere. To maximize the red ab-
sorption, the k10830 transition in the accreting flow is assumed
to be optically thick. A rectangular line absorption profile with a
10 km s1 half-width is adopted to account for thermal and tur-
bulent broadening. Thus, if a particular ray from a point on the
stellar surface intersects the accreting flow such that the projection
of the gas velocity along the ray extends from vmin to vmax, then
continuum photons from (vmin10 km s1) to (vmaxþ10 km s1)
are scattered. Because spontaneous emission is the dominant
Fig. 10.—Schematic representations of accretion geometries used in scattering calculations for dipoles with F ¼ f . The star is shown by black shading, the accretion
flows are shown by gray shading, and the disk is shown by the solid line in the equatorial plane. Each column shows a different R0 (0), and each row shows a different f
with a corresponding rY . We note that in the extreme case of R0 ¼ 8R and f ¼ 0:1, the accreting field lines thread the disk out to 35R, so the shading in the bottom
right panel extends far beyond the figure boundary.
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de-excitation route of the k10830 upper state (2p 3Po) in com-
parison with other decay, collisional, or ionization processes,
the photon absorption and subsequent reemission is in effect a
resonant scattering process if the small fine-structure energy
differences among the three sublevels are ignored. Rather than
following the photon path in detail (e.g., with a Monte Carlo
simulation), we simply assume a single scattering in which the
absorbed photon is reemitted isotropically with the appropriate
Doppler shift, and it either hits the star, hits the opaque flat
disk, or escapes the system. While this is inconsistent with the
assumption of an opaque line, we find that the exact contribution
to the observed profile from the scattered photons has no signif-
icant bearing on our conclusions (see subsequent sections), so the
extra effort is unwarranted.
The emergent spectrum at a particular viewing angle i is made
up of photons that, either because they are not absorbed or be-
cause they are scattered, escape into a solid angle bin centered
on i. For a random selection of i over 4 sr, cos i is uniformly
distributed. Considering five viewing angles, we choose cos i ¼
0:9, 0.7, 0.5, 0.3, and 0.1, or i ¼ 26, 46, 60, 73, and 84.
4.1.1. Basic Dipolar Flow: Results
Figure 11 shows an example of the components contributing to
the emergent model profile in the case of R0 ¼ 4R (0 ¼ 30)
and f ¼ 0:05 (3:4  R/R  4:9), viewed at i ¼ 60. The final
Fig. 11.—Example scattering profile for dipolar infall with 0 ¼ 30 and F ¼
f ¼ 0:05 (equivalently, R0 ¼ 4R and 3:4 < R/R < 4:9), viewed from an angle
i ¼ 60. The emergent profile (black line) is the sum of two components: the pro-
file due to photons from the 4000 K stellar continuum (upper gray line) and the
profile due to photons from the 8000 K veiling continuum (lower gray line). The
veiling, shown in the lower left, is the ratio of the veiling continuum height to
the stellar continuumheight. Each component is furthermade up of two subprofiles:
the absorption profile of the continuum (dashed lines) and the emission profile
of scattered photons that escape toward the line of sight (dotted lines).
Fig. 12.—Scattering profiles for dipolar infall with R0 ¼ 2R (0 ¼ 45) and F ¼ f . Each row shows a different value of f. Within each row, each panel shows the
profile for a different viewing angle and the corresponding 1mveiling rY . Emergent profiles (black lines) are the sum of the profiles from the stellar continuum (T ¼ 4000 K;
gray lines) and the veiling continuum (T ¼ 8000 K; dotted lines). The optical veiling (at k ¼ 5700 8) is approximately 4 times greater than rY .
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emergent spectrum (black line) is the sum of the contributions
from the stellar and the veiling (accretion shock) continua, each
shown separately (gray lines). The stellar contribution is the one
with a normalized continuum level of 0.78 due to scattering of
the 4000 K continuum, while the veiling contribution is the one
with a normalized continuum level of 0.22 due to scattering of the
8000 K continuum. The ratio of these two continua, 0:22/0:78 ¼
0:3, is the 1 m veiling rY , also noted in the figure. Each gray
line is, further, the sum of two subcomponents. One, shown with
dashed lines, is the absorption profile of the respective continuum.
The other, shown with dotted lines, is the emission profile, pro-
duced by scattered photons that escape toward the specified line
of sight. The emission subcomponent is both broad and weak,
since scattered photons can be redshifted or blueshifted, and be-
cause for each photon absorbed, the ensuing emitted photon may
hit the disk or star and not escape. Thus, the filling in of the red
absorption by its own associated scattered emission is generally
slight.
Figure 11 also illustrates an important aspect of the models:
that the redshifted absorption in the emergent profile is affected
differently by scattering of the stellar and veiling continua. In this
model, with 0 ¼ 30 and i ¼ 60, the line of sight toward the
veiling continuum intersects the portion of the accretion flow
close to the star where the gas velocity is high (see Fig. 10), and
scattering of the veiling continuum produces red absorption that
extends from 0:27Vesc to 0:87Vesc. In contrast, the line of sight
toward the stellar continuum intercepts portions of the accretion
column with smaller infall speeds, and a smaller velocity com-
ponent is projected onto the line of sight. The red absorption thus
produced ranges from 0Vesc to 0:74Vesc and is also shallower
than the one from the veiling continuum. The resulting absorption
profile is thus complex in shape and broader than either of the
two individually, and in this case it has amaximum depth of about
20% into the summed continuum.
Figures 12, 13, and 14 show the full range of model profiles for
the three chosen values of R0: 2R, 4R, and 8R, respectively
(corresponding to 0 ¼ 45, 30, and 20.7). In each figure, the
three rows show (top to bottom) the three selections of f ¼ 0:01,
0.05, and 0.1. In each row, the five panels show the profiles for
the five viewing angles, from i ¼ 26 to 84. Within each of
the 15 panels representing a unique combination of f and i, the
final emergent profile is shown (solid black curve), along with the
separate contributions from scattering of the veiling continuum
(dotted curve) and the stellar continuum (solid gray curve), but not
the subcomponents of absorption and scattered emission from each
continuum source.
We emphasize the following points from these three figures:
1. When f ¼ 0:01, the red absorption is dominated by scat-
tering of the stellar continuum, generally showing small absorp-
tion equivalent widths and velocity widths. The profiles have a
strong dependence on inclination, with shallow absorption at small
inclinations and narrow, deeper, low-velocity absorption at high
inclinations.
Fig. 13.—Scattering profiles for dipolar infall with R0 ¼ 4R (0 ¼ 30) and F ¼ f , as in Fig. 12.
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2. The magnitude of the red absorption, measured by either
the equivalent width or the maximum depth of absorption, is sen-
sitive to the parameter f. As f increases, there is both an increase
in the veiling continuum and an increase in the coverage of ac-
creting field lines projected in front of the stellar surface for a
given R0, enabling the line of sight to each point on the star to
intersect more accreting field lines and hence yield a broader range
in the projected velocity of the infalling gas.
3. For a given f, the red absorption is generally stronger at a
larger R0 (smaller 0), since the accreting field lines then cover a
greater range of solid angles, and the larger span between Ri and
Rf produces a broader range in gas velocity. However, inclination
also plays a role, so that for a given f and R0, the strongest ab-
sorption occurs at a line of sight i that parallels the final part of
the trajectory of the accretion flow. From the schematic in Fig-
ure 10, it can be seen that for 0 ¼ 45, 30, and 20.7, the corre-
sponding viewing angle tomaximize the red absorption is roughly
i 	 84, 60, and 46, respectively. Thus, an increased 0 (smaller
R0) requires a higher i for strong red absorption. This occurs be-
cause the contribution to the absorption from the scattering of the
veiling continuum is broadest when viewed in a direction parallel
to the flow just before it impacts the star.
4. The observed emission, i.e., the part of the profile above the
continuum, is usually weaker than the absorption and is mostly
blueshifted. Only in the extreme but unrealistic case when R0 ¼
8R (0 ¼ 20:7) with high f (0.05 or 0.1) and excessive Rf
(13R and 35R for f ¼ 0:05 and 0.1, respectively) does a double-
peaked profile result when viewed close to edge-on. The resulting
accretion flow has a large solid angle, and since it is assumed to
be in corotation with the star, the rotational broadening is con-
siderable. This situation is included to complete our chosen pa-
rameter space and is not realistic.
5. The veiling (rk) from the 8000 K accretion zone depends
on f, 0, and i. The dependence on f is obvious, since rk scales
almost linearly with f (eq. [4]). The dependences on 0 and i arise
through their influences on the projected area of each continuum
source. The parameter 0 signifies the orientation of the veiling
continuum, hence its direct effect on the veiled area viewed. Al-
though less sensitive to the viewing angle, the projected stellar
continuum area changes because of the presence of the disk ex-
tending from Ri (dependent on 0 and f ) to infinity. For both
0 ¼ 20:7 and 30, rY at a given f drops monotonically as i
increases from pole-on to edge-on by factors of 5 and 3, respec-
tively. At 0 ¼ 45, rY varies less, dropping by a factor of 1.6
from i ¼ 26 to 73, then increasing slightly toward i ¼ 84.
For example, when R0 ¼ 4R (0 ¼ 30) and f ¼ 0:1, rY ranges
from 0.4 to 1.15 and rV ranges from 1.5 to 4.5 with viewing
angle.
In sum, strong absorption features extending to high veloci-
ties, like those observed, require f (and thus rk) to be large so the
contribution from scattering of the veiling continuum is enhanced
Fig. 14.—Scattering profiles for dipolar infall with R0 ¼ 8R (0 ¼ 20:7) and F ¼ f , as in Fig. 12.
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and the angular extent of the flow on the star is increased. Strong,
broad absorption is also more likely when R0 is large and the line
of sight parallels the accretion flow close to the star. The relation
between absorption magnitude and rk is a crucial test of the di-
polar accretion model, as we show in the following subsection
when we compare the observations to our model profiles.
4.1.2. Basic Dipolar Flow: Comparison to Observations
In comparing our models with observed profiles, we focus on
the red absorption, since the small emission at blueward velocities
expected from scattering in the funnel flow will often be over-
whelmed by additional sources of emission, such as scattering
and in situ emission from a wind. The red absorption is evaluated
in context with the observed veiling, which is the basis for eval-
uating f. It is immediately apparent that there is a mismatch
between the model profiles in Figures 12Y14 and the observed
spectra in Figure 2, since the majority of CTTSs are known to
have f P 0:01 (CG98), while model sequences for f ¼ 0:01
(implied rY  0:06 and rV  0:25) have shallow and/or narrow
red absorption bearing little resemblance to the ensemble of broad
and deep observed He i k10830 profiles.
A more explicit demonstration of the limitation of the models
can be made from a quantitative comparison between the equiv-
alent width and veiling for model and observed profiles. This
comparison requires normalizing the observed profiles to their
respective escape velocities, since in the models all velocities are
in units of the escape velocity. The normalized equivalent width,
W 0k ¼ Wk /Vesc, has an intuitive interpretation: it is simply the
fraction of the continuum absorbed between rest and the escape
velocity, with a value of 1 indicating total absorption over the
entire range. Figure 15 compares the normalized red absorption
equivalent widthW 0k to rY and rV for both models and observa-
tions of the reference sample. In the models we have assumed
that the excesses at both Y and V arise from an accretion shock
that emits an 8000 K blackbody continuum. This is known to be
a valid assumption for optical veilings, and while the rV data
points are not simultaneous with the observed absorption pro-
files, the fact that all but one of the objects with rY ¼ 0 also have
low rV indicates that this is a reasonable approach. Unless the rV
values for these objects were all a factor of 5Y10 higher when
the He i k10830 profiles were obtained than when the HEG95
data were obtained, the two panels together clearly indicate that
only a fraction of the observed data lie within the realm of the
model results: those with weak red absorption and small veiling
or those with modest red absorption and intermediate veiling.
There is a glaring discrepancy between models and observa-
tions for stars with large W 0k and small rY .
The values forW 0k and the adopted escape velocities Vesc are
listed in Table 5 along with two additional properties of the red
absorption: the normalized width and the depth. The normalized
full width at quarter minimum, FWQM0, is the width measured
at one-quarter of the absorption minimum as a fraction of the
escape velocity. The depth of the absorption component at 0:75Vesc
normalized to 100%, D0:75, was chosen since it is sensitive to
the infall geometry close to the star. As with W 0k, a number of
stars indicate a discrepancy with the basic dipole model, where
Fig. 15.—Comparison of the red absorption equivalent width (normalized to the escape velocity) to the 1 mveiling (left) and the nonsimultaneous average optical veiling
(right; from HEG95) for basic dipolar models and the profiles from the reference sample. The model properties appear as lines connected by symbols. Each symbol type
indicates a different R0 /0, with circles for R0 ¼ 2R, asterisks for R0 ¼ 4R, and diamonds for R0 ¼ 8R. Each line type indicates a different viewing angle, with solid
black for 26, solid gray for 46, dotted for 60, dashed gray for 73, and dashed black for 84. Along a line, symbols indicate filling factors f ¼ 0:01, 0.05, and 0.10,
always increasing toward increasing veiling. Since the veiling axes are logarithmic, stars with no detected 1 m veiling are placed at rY ¼ 0:025.
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objects with small veiling frequently have both FWQM0 andD0:75
much larger than can be accounted for with the models. This is
illustrated in Figure 16, which shows the comparison of the
velocity-normalized equivalent width, velocity-normalized line
width, and high-velocity depth to 1 m veiling for observations
and models.
This comparison demonstrates that a fraction of CTTSs with
subcontinuum red absorption at He i k10830 have red absorp-
tion that is too strong to be accounted for by magnetospheric
accretion in a basic dipole, where the filling factor of the flow on
the stellar surface F is equivalent to the filling factor of shocked
gas at the terminus of accreting field lines f. The observations
that present the greatest challenge to the model are those in
which the red absorption is strong (W 0k  0:1) but the veiling is
weak (rY  0:1). This conclusion is robust, since the models
have been constructed to produce maximal red absorption for a
given R0 and f, in that the k10830 transition is assumed to be
optically thick and the thermal /turbulent broadening has a gen-
erous 10 km s1 half-width.
This conclusion is not compromised by the choice of 8000 K
for the temperature of the shock-heated photosphere. This value
corresponds to the low end of the temperature range derived from
modeling the SEDs of observed continuum excesses (Hartigan
et al. 1991; Gullbring et al. 1998; Johns-Krull et al. 2000). If
higher temperatures were assumed, the veiling for a given f
would be even larger, worsening the agreement between the
models and the observations. If we adopted the lowest tem-
perature allowed by the SED models of the optical continuum
excess, T  6000 K, the associated veiling for a given f would
be reduced by 2 at Y and 3 at V. Figure 15 demonstrates that
shifting all the model results to the left by a factor of 2 in rY or
3 in rV is still insufficient to account for the strong absorption
and low veilings. We thus conclude that those profiles with strong
absorption and small veilings lie outside the realm of model re-
sults for self-consistent dipole flows.
4.2. Dilution
A simple way to keep the veiling small and yet have the ac-
cretion flow project a broad velocity range in front of the star is
to let the flow rise over a large range of R (thus impacting the star
over a large range of ) but to fill the whole enclosed volume only
dilutely with accreting gas. We now distinguish between F, the
fractional surface area on the star over which the magnetospheric
footpoints are distributed, and f, the fractional surface area on the
star occupied by accretion shocks at the base of field lines that
carry accreting gas. We define f 0  f /F as the fraction of F oc-
cupied by all the accretion shocks. With enough dilution, i.e.,
f 0 sufficiently small, F can be large enough to provide the areal
coverage over a large velocity range that is necessary for broad
and deep red absorption, while f ¼ Ff 0 can remain small, as
required to produce low veiling. Oneway to achieve this is to pos-
tulate a large number of narrow accretion streamlets spatially sep-
arated from one another that together impact only a fraction f 0
of the outlined areaF. (We assume that the many accretion shocks
are dispersed randomly throughout F.) Then, with an intrinsic
thermal or turbulent line broadening of 10 km s1 associated
with each streamlet, photons from the star can intersect a suf-
ficient number of streamlets such that the continuum (stellar or
veiling) will be absorbed over the full velocity range specified
by the parameter F as though the whole volume were filled.
The concept of many accretion streamlets dilutely filling a vol-
ume has the additional advantage of offering a credible explana-
tion for how the lower level of k10830 (2s 3S) is populated over
all streamlines. With the difficulty of maintaining a temperature
high enough (k2 ; 104 K) for collisional excitation to the 2s 3S
level in a freely falling gas, it is likely that photoionization is the
excitation mechanism. Then, if the source of ionizing photons is
the accretion shock itself, the much smaller shocked area of an
individual streamlet within a diluted flow, as compared to the
shocked area of a single undiluted flow, will enable more ionizing
photons to escape from the sides and ionize the gas in other
streamlets, even at positions far from the star. Or, if the dominant
source of ionizing radiation is located away from the streamlets
(e.g., the stellar corona), these photons will be able to penetrate
into the volume and ionize individual streamlets as opposed to
ionizing just the skin of a single completely filled accretion flow.
Thus, many narrow streamlets dilutely filling a large volume not
only yield deep red absorption from the large coverage area over a
broad velocity range of infalling gas, but they also readily account
for the ionization of gas at each location in the flow to produce an
optically thick k10830 transition over the whole velocity range.
4.2.1. Profiles for Wide, Dilutely Filled Flows
We compute scattering profiles for diluted dipole flows for
the same three geometries shown earlier, with (R0, 0) pairs of
(2R, 45

), (4R, 30

), and (8R, 20.7

). We introduce a wider
range in F, from 0.01 to 0.2, although now all the models have
f ¼ 0:01, corresponding to a range in f 0 from 1 to 0.05. The
resulting profiles are shown in Figure 17, and the model para-
meters are listed in the bottom portion of Table 4. In the figure,
the three columns correspond to the three R0 values, and each
row is a common value of f 0. The degree of dilution increases
downward in the figure, with the case for no dilution shown in
the top row ( f 0 ¼ 1 and f ¼ F ) repeated from Figures 12Y14.
In subsequent rows the dilution grows as F increases to 0.05,
0.1, and finally 0.2. Each panel shows the superposed profiles
TABLE 5
Measurements of Red Absorption in Velocity-normalized
He i k10830 Profiles
Object
(1)
Vesc
a
(2)
W 0k
(3)
FWQM0
(4)
D0:75
(5)
AA Tau.............................. 390 0.32 0.79 10
BM And ............................ 510 0.16 0.53 0
CI Tau ............................... 370 0.10 0.78 7
CY Tau.............................. 310 0.10 0.32 4
DK Tau ............................. [380] 0.22 0.84 14
DN Tau ............................. 300 0.11 0.47 11
DR Tau.............................. [360] 0.05 0.44 10
DS Tau .............................. 570 0.05 0.42 0
FP Tau............................... 200 0.08 0.60 3
GI Tau ............................... 450 0.20 0.53 6
GK Tau ............................. 350 0.04 0.40 0
HK Tau ............................. 320 0.05 0.31 0
LkCa 8 .............................. 370 0.11 0.43 5
RW Aur B ......................... 580 0.14 0.40 0
SU Aur.............................. 490 0.09 0.37 0
TW Hya ............................ 520 0.07 0.33 1
UY Aur.............................. 400 0.05 0.32 1
UZ Tau E .......................... 340 0.01 0.18 1
UZ Tau W......................... 260 0.07 0.54 3
V836 Tau .......................... 440 0.11 0.39 2
YY Ori .............................. [430] 0.13 0.49 11
Notes.—For the reference sample only. Col. (2): Adopted escape velocity
(km s1). Col. (3): Equivalent width of velocity-normalized absorption (dimen-
sionless). Col. (4): FWQMof velocity-normalized absorption (dimensionless).
Col. (5): Depth at 75% of the escape velocity as a percentage of the continuum.
a Brackets indicate Vred /Vesc > 1, so we assume Vesc ¼ Vred /0:9.
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for all five viewing angles for each R0, f
0 (or F) combination and
the corresponding inner and outer radii of the accreting volume,
Ri < R < Rf . Since the effect of the viewing angle on the profile
morphology is roughly independent of dilution, the individual
viewing angles can be identified by referring to the earlier figures.
We highlight the i ¼ 60 profileswith darker lines, since this is the
most probable viewing angle.
Although all the profiles in Figure 17 are for f ¼ 0:01, the as-
sociated veilings differ slightly because the accretion-heated area
is distributed differently for different values of F and 0, leading
to slightly different projected areas. Nonetheless, in all cases,
rY < 0:11. For these small veilings, the absorption, while quite
strong when there is significant dilution, is almost entirely due
to scattering of the stellar continuum, in contrast to the undiluted
models where large veilings and scattering of the veiling contin-
uum were necessary to produce strong absorption. As dilution in-
creases for a given R0, the red absorption becomes increasingly
strong and broad, due to the increased areal coverage over a
broader range of velocities as the interval between Ri and Rf
increases. For example, the maximum penetration depth of the
red absorption into the continuum, Dmax, increases from 10% to
30% for R0 ¼ 2R between an undiluted and an f 0 ¼ 0:05 flow.
As before, larger R0 also increases the areal coverage and thus
the depth and breadth of the absorption. For R0 ¼ 4R and F ¼
0:2, Dmax reaches 50% of the stellar continuum for all viewing
angles. In the unrealistic case of R0 ¼ 8R and F ¼ 0:1, where
Fig. 16.—Comparison of three properties of the red absorption to the 1 m veiling for basic dipolar models and the 21 profiles from the reference sample. In each
column, the observed parameters are the same, but model parameters appear only for the indicated R0 /0 combination. The model parameters for the three filling factors
f ¼ 0:01, 0.05, and 0.10 at a particular viewing angle are connected by lines, and the correspondence between line type and viewing angle is the same as in Fig. 15. As
before, stars with no detected 1 m veiling are placed at rY ¼ 0:025.
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Rf extends to 35R, Dmax can be 70% of the stellar continuum.
However, for flows confined to maximum sizes on the order of
corotation, the deepest penetrations are about 50% of the stellar
continuum.
4.2.2. Further Comparison to Observations
By introducing the concept of a diluted dipole, where field lines
carrying accreting gas only dilutely fill the volume occupied by a
wide magnetosphere, we can simultaneously generate deep and
broad red absorption features while maintaining small filling fac-
tors for hot accretion shocks with f  0:01. This is the empirical
regime in Figure 15, where dipolar models with f ¼ F are unable
to account for stars with both strong absorption ( large W 0k) and
very low veiling (rY  0). We compare observed and model
profiles for a few individual stars in Figure 18, in four cases for
undiluted, fairly narrow dipoles for stars with rY ranging from 0
to 0.4 and in two cases for wide, diluted dipoles with rY  0,
where we have rescaled the model profiles to the escape velocity
of each star. Since we have not computed a large grid of models,
themagnetospheric properties listed for each fit are not intended
to be predictions for a particular star. However, this fitting pro-
cedure shows that weaker red absorption can be reasonably
described by basic undiluted models with a small range of orig-
ination radii in the disk, where veilings rY from 0 to 0.4 can be
Fig. 17.—Red side of scattering profiles for a series of ‘‘diluted’’ dipoles, all with f ¼ 0:01 (rY  0:11) but with F ranging from 0.01 (top row) to 0.2 (bottom row).
From left to right, columns correspond to R0 ¼ 2R, 4R, and 8R, and the range of R for each F is specified. The profile sequences for each panel correspond to viewing
angles of 26, 46, 60 (black line), 73, and 84. The top row, with F ¼ f ¼ 0:01, corresponds to the models shown in the top rows of Figs. 12Y14. For comparison
with observations, dotted horizontal lines mark depths of 20% and 30%, and dotted crosses mark a depth at V /Vesc ¼ 0:75 (D0:75) of 10%.
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consistently modeled with an appropriate choice of f and the
red absorption can include scattering contributions from both
stellar and accretion shock continua. Similarly, strong red ab-
sorption in stars with low veilings can be well fit by dilutely
filled flows with small f but a wide span of origination radii in
the disk, resulting in a large projected area of accreting gas for
the scattering of the stellar continuum.
The overall applicability of the diluted dipolar model can be
appreciated by comparing the model profiles from Figure 17 to
the ensemble of observed helium profiles for those stars with
rY  0:1 and thus f  0:01, where the effect of scattering from
a hot accretion shock will be inconsequential and the properties
of the red absorption will be shaped almost entirely by scattering
of the stellar continuum. To effect this comparison in a general
way, rather than focusing on individual stars, in Figure 19 we plot
superposed observed profiles for the redward side of He i k10830,
each normalized to their respective escape velocity and separated
into three groups on the basis of their depths both at 0:75Vesc
(D0:75) and at maximum absorption (Dmax). To aid in the com-
parison, both Figure 17 and Figure 19 denote depths for D0:75 ¼
10% and Dmax¼ 20% and 30%.
Figure 19 (left) contains the three shallowest profiles, with
Dmax  20% and D0:75 < 10%. Compared to the predicted pro-
files in Figure 17, the model flows that most resemble such broad
but shallow profiles have R0  2R and F P 0:1, although some
viewing angles for larger flows with relatively small areal cov-
erage of magnetic footpoints, F P 0:05, could also apply. Our
coverage of parameter space is not exhaustive, but it is clear that
for the broad but shallow red absorption the range of radii over
which the accretion flow leaves the disk is narrow, corresponding
to a fairly small area on the star for the magnetospheric foot-
points, but still larger than 1%. Themiddle and right panels con-
tain the 10 deeper profiles among the stars with low veiling, where
Dmax ranges from 30% to 60%. Model flows that produce deeper
profiles generally have significant areal coverage of magnetic
footpoints F, as seen in Figure 17, where the accretion flow leaves
the disk over a wide range of radii, impacting the star over a wide
range of angles, in some cases with magnetic footpoint coverage
Fig. 18.—Examples of least-squares fits of dipolar model profiles (gray lines) to selected observations (black lines), with the stellar escape velocities marked by short
vertical lines. The top four panels use dipoles with F ¼ f , and the corresponding f, rY , and i are shown. The bottom two panels have strong red absorption and no
detected veiling; they are well fit by extended dilute dipolar models (R0 ¼ 4R, F ¼ 0:2 for GI Tau; R0 ¼ 4R, F ¼ 0:1 for V836 Tau). Since processes other than
scattering by the accretion flow can be important at low velocities, points with V /Vesc  0:1 are ignored in the fitting procedure.
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up to 20% of the stellar surface area. This is considerably larger
than what has been modeled in previous work on magnetospheric
infall.
Even with wide diluted flows, the profiles of the three stars in
Figure 19 (right; AATau, DK Tau, and DN Tau) are a challenge
to explain under the constraints of a dipolar geometry. These
profiles not only have Dmax > 30% but also have D0:75  10%,
with the caveat that errors in escape velocity may be up to 20%.
From the models explored in Figure 17, flows with very wide
extents, leaving the disk over a range of radii from a few R to
beyond corotation and viewed fairly close to pole-on, are required
to produce profiles with D0:75  10%. Rather than postulate an
enormous dipolar flow with a polar viewing angle (which is
clearly not the case for, at least, the edge-on source AATau), in
the next section we explore an example of a nondipolar geometry
to find a more plausible explanation for these three observations.
Only eight CTTSs in the reference sample have rY > 0:1,
such that the properties of the He i k10830 red absorption may
be affected by scattering of continuum photons from the hot ac-
cretion shock. One of these is DR Tau, where the high rY ¼ 2
implies f 	 0:24 (eq. [4]), which, as shown in x 4.1, would yield
red absorption at least an order of magnitude stronger than the
observed W 0k ¼ 0:05. As is addressed in x 5, we suspect that in
this case the red absorption has been filled in by a wind exterior
to the accretion flow.
4.3. Diluted Radial Flows
We have identified the three stars in Figure 19 (right), AATau,
DK Tau, and DN Tau, as difficult to explain with scattering in a
dipolar geometry due to their absorption depths at velocities in
excess of 0:5Vesc. In a dipolar flow, the impact velocity at the
stellar surface depends on the polar angle , which is deter-
mined by the initial distance of infall R (eq. [3]), such that the
impact velocity is greatest when  is near the pole (i.e., R is
large) and diminishes as  approaches the equator (i.e., R be-
comes small). Thus, if  is small enough, high impact velocities
will result, although flows with small  become highly curved
and pinched as they reach the star (Fig. 10), resulting in small
areal coverage and thus a shallow absorption profile at the highest
velocities.
We investigate radial infall trajectories as an alternative ge-
ometry that could produce deep absorption at high velocities. In
all aspects except the geometry, radial models have the same
assumptions as our dipolar models except that we have not in-
cluded rotation. The axisymmetric flow begins at some distance
from the star Rmax, and it falls radially toward the star, impacting
the stellar surface between polar angles 1 and 2 in one hemi-
sphere and between  1 and  2 in the other. The frac-
tional surface of the star spanned by the accretion flow, F, is
cos 1  cos 2, and the shocks within this region together oc-
cupy a fraction f 0 of the area F, so that f ¼ Ff 0. The disk trun-
cation radius is a free parameter, but we set it equal toRmax, which
is 8R in all radial models. Figure 20 shows scattering profiles
from two radial geometries at five viewing angles. In the top row,
the impact region extends from 1 ¼ 66:4 to 2 ¼ 78:5, while
in the bottom row, the impact region extends from 1 ¼ 78:5 to
the equator. In both cases, F ¼ 0:2 and f ¼ 0:01. As expected,
the absorption is strongest for a viewing angle within the con-
fines of the flow (i.e., 1 < i < 2), and the profile becomes a
nearly symmetric emission profile (assuming axisymmetry and
no rotation) for views close to pole-on. When the viewing angle
is aligned or nearly aligned with the column of absorbing gas,
each radial model can produce the observed range of absorption
depths at high velocities, with D0:75 > 10% for profiles with
i > 60 in the top row and i > 73 in the bottom row.
We are not advocating radial infall starting from a large dis-
tance; thus, the profile sequences in Figure 20 are not expected
to be realistic for the whole velocity range. However, the requisite
deep absorption at high velocities, resulting frommaterial moving
faster than2
3
Vesc, all arises inside about 2R. Thus, the message
from these calculations is that the accretion stream only needs to
move in a radial trajectory, i.e., become less curved than a dipole,
as it nears the star.
The effectiveness of radial infall trajectories for material near
the star in accounting for the high-velocity absorption in AATau,
DK Tau, and DN Tau is shown in Figure 21. The figure shows
Fig. 19.—Superposed He i k10830 lines from the reference sample for the 13 stars with rY  0:1, appropriate for modeling with dilute dipole flows with f ¼ 0:01.
Only the red half of the profile is shown, normalized to the individual escape velocity of each star. Profiles are grouped byD0:75, the penetration depth into the continuum
at V /Vesc ¼ 0:75, and by Dmax, the maximum penetration into the continuum. For comparison with models, the dotted cross in each panel marks D0:75 ¼ 10%, and the
dotted horizontal lines mark depths of 20% and 30%.
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model and observed profiles where (1) profiles are inverted so
the vertical axis is a measure of the minimum stellar coverage
fraction at each velocity and (2) only velocities in excess of
0:5Vesc are plotted. The regime of diluted dipolar models with
the largest D0:75 is shown with dark and hatched shading, while
the regime of flows with radial trajectories for gas near the star
is shown with light shading. The dark-shaded region indicates
the best case from our diluted dipolar models for a flow contained
entirelywithin the corotation radius, F ¼ 0:1 originating between
3:0R and 6:2R in the disk and viewed from i ¼ 46. Although
8R is a more typical corotation radius, extending the flow out to
this distance would not produce much additional absorption. The
hatched region indicates a diluted dipole that allows field lines
extending out to nearly twice the corotation radius to participate
in the flow, where the dashed lines indicate the case R0 ¼ 4R,
F ¼ 0:20 (2:4 < R/R < 15), seen from two viewing angles,
i ¼ 26 and 46. Although the latter two extreme dipolar models
come close to producing sufficient absorption at high velocities,
significant accretion beyond corotation is likely not physical. In
contrast to the dipole trajectories, the regime of the four radial
models from Figure 20 with viewing angles nearly aligned with
the infalling gas easily contains the observed stellar coverage
fraction from 0:6Vesc to 0:85Vesc, with no requirement that the
flow originate at radii beyond corotation. The realistic situation
is likely to involve some complex magnetic field topologies with
trajectories approaching radial as they near the star.
5. DISCUSSION
5.1. Implications of Diluted Funnel Flows
The high opacity and resonance scattering properties of
He i k10830 enable the geometry of magnetospheric accretion
to be probed via absorption of gas seen in projection against the
star, in contrast to previous studies that rely on the morphology
of emission lines. Under the assumptions that the flow is an
azimuthally symmetric dipole and helium is sufficiently optically
thick that all incident 1 m radiation is scattered, we have illus-
trated the sensitivity of the red absorption to both the angular
extent of the magnetosphere and the filling factor of hot gas
from the accretion shock f. If f exceeds a few percent, the hot
spot will be an important contributor to the scattering of the
1 m continuum; however, since the strongest and broadest
He i k10830 absorption is seen in stars with little or no 1 m
Fig. 21.—High-velocity tails of observed and model profiles for three stars
with the largest values of D0:75 and rY ¼ 0, inverted to show the minimum frac-
tion of the star occulted by infalling material at each velocity. Dark shading in-
dicates the regime of diluted dipolar models with f ¼ 0:01 and infall contained
entirely within a typical corotation radius, marked by the profile (dotted line)
with F ¼ 0:1, 3:0 < R/R < 6:2, and i ¼ 46. The hatched region indicates the
extension when dipolar field lines out to approximately twice the corotation radius
participate in infall, marked by the profiles (dashed lines) with F ¼ 0:2, 2:4 <
R/R < 15, and i ¼ 26 or 46. Light shading shows the regime for profiles formed
in diluted radial infall with F ¼ 0:2 and f ¼ 0:01. For both radial geometries in
Fig. 20, two profiles (solid lines) with i close to the infall angle are shown.
Fig. 20.—Scattering profiles for diluted radial infall in nonrotating, azimuthally symmetric flows that begin at 8R and impact the star over a range of polar angles 
that encompasses F ¼ 20% of the stellar surface area. Accreting field lines and their accretion shocks fill only 5% of F (i.e., f ¼ 1%), with 1 m veilings rY as listed.
In the top row, the flow impacts the star over the range 66 <  < 78, while in the bottom row, the flow impacts the star over the range 78 <  < 90. The same five
viewing angles are used as in previous figures.
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veiling, this red absorption must instead arise almost solely by
scattering of photospheric radiation. Achieving the observed
breadth and depth of the absorption requires a large angular
coverage of the stellar continuum in the azimuthal direction over
a wide range of velocities for many stars, with areal coverage in
footpoints on the star of F ¼ 10%Y20%. We suggest that the
required combination of wide flows and low filling factors of
hot gas is a result of accretion in many narrow streamlets, each
of which may have a dipolar configuration but which together
only fill a small fraction of the enclosed volume. We have ex-
plored the case where the streamlets are uniformly distributed
through the accreting volume, producing wide, dilutely filled
flows that reconcile the need for absorption over a broad range
of velocities with filling factors of hot gas f < 1%, as observed
(CG98).
Earlier studies also imply a discrepancy between the areal
coverage F of magnetospheric footpoints and the filling factor
of hot accretion shocks f. For example, magnetospheres with
f ¼ F ¼ 8% were invoked to model hydrogen lines arising from
accretion flows in order to produce sufficient line fluxes and
mass accretion rates (Symington et al. 2005; Kurosawa et al. 2006).
The seminal sequence of papers modeling hydrogen line forma-
tion in funnel flows fromHartmann et al. (1994) toMuzerolle et al.
(2001) also required filling factors that were larger than predicted
by SED modeling of continuum excesses to account for observed
emission-line luminosities. The notion of accretion via streamlets
that dilutely fill a large volume is a straightforward way to rec-
oncile this discrepancy, simultaneously allowing large field sizes
and small shock filling factors.
Although our model invokes diluted accretion flows in
widely distributed streamlets of gas, an alternate scenario for
diluted accretion is the one suggested by the MHD simulations
of Romanova et al. (2004), where internal structure within the
accretion flow gives a mass accretion rate (and a corresponding
blackbody continuum temperature) that is highest at the interior
and falls off toward the sides. Although this scenario can also,
for a large F, produce a smaller veiling from the area-weighted
blackbody continua than the undiluted f ¼ F case, the advantage
to widely dispersed streamlets is that they provide a facile means
for ionizing radiation to penetrate most of the infalling gas, since
distributed accretion shocks with small individual areas would
allow ionizing photons produced in each shock to escape more
easily from the sides and ionize helium at other locations. Another
consequence of such distributed accretion shocks is that photons
from the shocks emitted toward the star would be incident on a
larger area of the photosphere than for a single shock with the
same f. This may invalidate the usual assumption of a plane-
parallel geometry for the radiative transfer of photons with the
effect that, independent of the internal structure within an in-
dividual streamlet, the resulting veiling continuum would en-
compass a range in blackbody temperatures. In a wide flowwhere
dilution is somewhat uniform, there will be many separate shocks
with a range of blackbody temperatures surrounding them. There
may be some observational support for this phenomenon in that
the veiling continuum longward of 0.5 m (Basri & Batalha
1990; White & Hillenbrand 2004; EFHK06) is broader than the
single 8000 K blackbody that is a good match to the excess at
shorter wavelengths (CG98).
Constraints on the angular extent of accreting gas and the
location in the disk where infall originates are relevant to models
for disk locking and wind launching. Although there are some
cases where He i k10830 profiles resemble those expected from
viewing an accretion funnel restricted to a narrow origination
around the corotation radius, the suite of profiles expected from
viewing this magnetic topology from all inclination angles is
not consistent with the observations. The most extreme deep and
broad absorption instead requires infall spanning a wide extent of
origination radii, from a few R out to at least typical corotation
radii of 6RY8R if the flows are dipolar. For other magnetic field
configurations, such as a tilted dipole or a multipole field, sig-
nificant red absorption need not require such a wide range in
initial infall distances. In general, the depth of the red absorption is
governed more by the range of impact latitudes than by the range
of initial radii; only for a dipolar flow aligned with the rotational
axis are the two ranges so closely linked. For example, in an
aligned dipolar flow with R0 ¼ 4R and F ¼ 0:1, the range in
impact latitude of 23.6Y35.3 corresponds to a range in initial
radius of 3:0RY6:2R. In a more complex magnetic configu-
ration, a comparably wide range of impact angles could produce
strong red absorption without the need for such a large range of
initial radii.
The necessity of a dilutely filled flow does imply that there is
not a sharp delineation on the disk for accretion onto the star. It
likely indicates a very inhomogeneous field structure at large
distances, with many local pockets distributed over a broad radial
range on the disk giving rise to accretion streamlets. Since our
analysis assumes axial symmetry in a set of nested dipolar flows,
the constraints that the breadth and depth of the red absorption
place on the angular extent of the accreting gas are even more
extreme if, as is likely, accretion channels are in restricted azimuth
zones. Furthermore, there is some red absorption that is so deep
at velocities 0:5Vesc that a dipole morphology is inadequate,
even when arising from 2R to the corotation radius. In these
cases we find that radially directed infall can achieve the requisite
depth of absorption, although other topologies that result in a
large covering factor of the star at the highest velocities can
likely be constructed.
Recent Doppler tomographic maps of the CTTSs V2129 Oph
and BP Tau, based on circular polarization of Ca ii (Donati et al.
2007, 2008), reveal the locations of accretion hot spots on the
stars. The spots span quite a broad latitude range (extending
roughly from the pole to 45

) but a very narrow azimuthal range.
The narrow azimuthal range implies that the detection of He i
k10830 red absorption requires an opportune time at which the
accretion spots are directly in view. This situation is consistent
with the result that BP Tau, a mildly accreting CTTS included in
our He i k10830 survey, did not show any He i k10830 red ab-
sorption on the two occasions we observed it. At present, there
are not enough tomographic data to see how consistent this pattern
is among a range of accreting stars, although our detection of sub-
continuum red absorption in 21 of 38 CTTSs, including 20 of
29 stars (and 37 of 56 total spectra) with rY  0:5 (rV  2),
would imply large azimuthal coverage by the accretion spots.
However, we note that even in the two stars with tomographic
maps, there is a possibility that accretion impacts the stars over a
wide range of longitudes. Donati et al. attribute only two-thirds of
the He i k5876 emission but all of the He i k5876 circular polar-
ization to accretion spots, based on the fraction of the emission
that shows rotational modulation compared to that which is time-
independent. The time-independent component, responsible for
one-third of the He i k5876 emission, is attributed to a chromo-
spheric component distributed uniformly over the stellar surface.
However, since nonaccreting WTTSs show either very weak or,
more commonly, no He i k5876 emission (Beristain et al. 2001),
it would appear that TTS chromospheres are not significant
contributors to this line. Instead, the time-independent com-
ponent may be from more widely distributed accretion shocks
that cover a broader range of longitudes.
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5.2. Absence of He i k10830 Red Absorption
In this paper we have focused on the 21 of 38 CTTSs that
show redshifted absorption in He i k10830 at least once in an
observational program with sporadic time coverage. Clearly,
the absence of He i k10830 red absorption is also important in
constraining the topology of magnetospheric accretion. An im-
portant point is that He i k10830 red absorption is rarely seen
among CTTSs with the highest 1 m veiling (1 of 25 observa-
tions; see x 3.1). Of the nine stars in the EFHK06 survey in this
category, the only one that showed redshifted absorption, on one
of four occasions, is DR Tau. We suspect that in all nine of these
stars, emission from a wind exterior to the accretion flow, instead
of from the flow itself, is filling in any redshifted absorption that
may be present. If in situ emission from the funnel flow were
significant, it would be difficult for it to fill up the absorption at
the red edge of the profile, since the geometry of the funnel flow
results in smaller volumes at higher velocities, producing cen-
trally peaked emission profiles that fall off rapidly toward both
blue and red high velocities (see the contribution to the emission
from scattering of the stellar continuum in Fig. 11). The near
absence of red absorption among these stars instead calls for a
situation in which the redshifted absorption, if present, is filled
in completely. In the case of DR Tau, it is clear that weak red
absorption, confined to high velocities, is visible when the emis-
sion from the P Cygni wind profile is weakest (see Fig. 7). Among
the other stars in this high-veiling group, all have either broad blue
helium absorption indicative of viewing through a stellar wind
or strong helium emission interpreted to arise in a conical stellar
wind viewed obliquely (see KEF07 and EFHK06). Either of these
contributions to redward emission would be sufficient to fill up
even a strong red absorption, provided the wind is optically thick
and exterior to the accretion flow.
When profiles from both He i k10830 and He i k5876 are con-
sidered, the evidence suggests that He i k10830 red absorption
is rare or absent in CTTSs with large 1 mveiling, not primarily
because the absorption is being filled in by wind emission but
more because the geometry of the funnel flows is altered com-
pared to that of low-veiling CTTSs. This inference is drawn from
a study of He i k5876 profiles and optical veiling presented in
Beristain et al. (2001), which includes many stars in common
with EFHK06. They found that CTTSs whose He i k5876 profiles
showed only a narrow component, consistent with formation in
postshock gas from an accretion shock, show an excellent cor-
relation between the strength of narrow-component helium emis-
sion and optical veiling. In contrast, CTTSs whose He i k5876
profiles show a contribution from a broad component have re-
duced or absent emission from a narrow component relative to
stars of similar optical veiling. While it might appear otherwise,
this is not an esoteric point. It suggests that CTTSs with strong
stellarwinds and high optical and 1mveilingsmay have crunched
or otherwise altered magnetospheres resulting in weak narrow-
component emission from a hot accretion shock, and there is a
significant contribution to the veiling continuum from another
source. In contrast, CTTSs without strong stellar winds (many
of which show disk wind profiles at He i k10830; see KEF07)
have extensive magnetospheres carrying accreting gas to the star,
and hot accretion shocks are the dominant contributor to their
optical veiling. We anticipate being able to test this suggestion
shortly, following the analysis of simultaneously obtained spectra
extending from 0.4 to 2.2 m.
A second point regarding the frequency of He i k10830 red
absorption is that, in contrast to CTTSs with high 1 m veiling,
red absorption is commonly seen in stars with lower veiling
(37 of 56 spectra for rY  0:5; see x 3.1). Among this group, some
objects (e.g., TW Hya and CY Tau; see Fig. 7) clearly show
reduction of the red absorption as the emission, likely that of a
stellar wind as indicated by the strong P Cygni profile, increases.
In such stars the appearance and disappearance of the red ab-
sorption is likely due, at least in part, to filling in by an exterior
stellar wind, as in DRTau. In others (e.g., V836 Tau and GK Tau;
Fig. 7), the weaker helium emission could arise simply from
scattering in the funnel flow, and the absence of red absorption
may indicate viewing at an azimuth with no funnel flow activity.
Azimuthal asymmetry in the funnel flow is also the likely ex-
planation for the strongly variable red absorption morphology
in objects such as AATau and DK Tau (Fig. 7).
The possibility that red absorption may be partially filled in,
either by in situ emission from the accretion flow or by scattered
or in situ emission from a wind, implies that the true magnitudes
of some red absorption features are stronger and their constraints
on the flow structure are stiffer than the observations indicate.
Furthermore, since red absorption can be completely filled in by
in situ wind emission or, in some cases, cannot be observed at all
due to azimuthal inhomogeneities, He i k10830 red absorption is
likely more pervasive among CTTSs than is already apparent.
5.3. Size and Structure of the Accretion Flow
Inferences to date on the physical extent of accretion flows
have largely relied on models positing that hydrogen and sodium
lines are formed primarily in these flows (Calvet et al. 2000). A
correlation between the emitting area of the accretion flow and
the magnitude of the mass accretion rate has been suggested by
Muzerolle et al. (2001) as the explanation for the well-established
empirical correlation between infrared hydrogen line luminos-
ities and accretion luminosities (Muzerolle et al. 1998; Folha &
Emerson 2001; Natta et al. 2004). The models of hydrogen line
formation in magnetospheric flows predict that hydrogen line
luminosities are primarily determined by the surface area of the
accreting gas, not the density in the flow. The suggestion is that
objects with higher accretion rates require larger emitting areas
for their magnetospheres than objects with smaller accretion
rates. Since more extended magnetospheres are expected on
theoretical grounds in objects with lower disk accretion rates, a
further suggestion is that high accretion rate objects have wider
azimuthal coverage of accreting columns. The red absorption
profiles of He i k10830 give new insight into this phenomenon,
since we have a clear indication of very extended and wide flows
in stars with low accretion rates. For example, our limited phase
coverage of the edge-on system AATau shows that at the same
time exceptionally strong red absorption at He i k10830 is ob-
served, requiring extensive but dilutely filled accretion flows,
the hydrogen Pa profile is weak, narrow, and symmetric, sug-
gesting a small magnetospheric emitting area if it is formed in
the accretion flow. We anticipate that time-monitoring campaigns
combining profile monitoring of both He i k10830 and the im-
mediately adjacent Pa line of hydrogen will provide a definitive
assessment of the size and azimuthal coverage of the funnel flow
and possibly also clarify the origin of the correlation between
infrared hydrogen line luminosities and the accretion luminosity.
6. CONCLUSIONS
We have probed the geometry of magnetospheric accretion in
classical T Tauri stars (CTTSs) by modeling red absorption at
He i k10830 via scattering of the stellar and veiling continua. Be-
tween 2001 and 2007, we acquired 81 1 m spectra of 38 CTTSs
spanning the full observed range of mass accretion rates. Of the
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38 stars, 1 of 9 with rY > 0:5 and 20 of 29 with rY  0:5 show
red absorption at He i k10830 that extends below the 1 m con-
tinuum in one or more spectra, demonstrating that red absorption
frommagnetospheric accretion is rare in objects with high veiling
but is found in about two-thirds of objects with moderate to low
veiling. The red absorption can be strong, deep, and broad, with
equivalent widths up to 4.5 8, maximum penetrations into the
1 m continuum up to 61%, and widths at one-quarter of the
absorption minimum up to 320 km s1; furthermore, they tend
to be strongest in stars with the lowest veilings.
We model the red absorption by assuming that an axisym-
metric dipolar accretion flow scatters photons from the star and
from hot zones in the accretion-heated photosphere that produce
the 1mveiling and have a filling factor f. Testing a range ofmag-
netosphere widths and f consistent with shock filling factors from
the literature, we find that about half of the absorption profiles
can be explained by dipolar flows in which the size of the flow is
consistent with the size of the shock filling factor f. Weak ab-
sorption in stars with weak veiling and intermediate absorption
in stars with intermediate veiling are explained by such flows,
but strong absorption in stars with little to no veiling is not.
We introduce the concept of dilution as a means of producing
strong red absorption while keeping the filling factor and thus
the veiling low. In a diluted flow, the magnetosphere can extend
over a wide range of radii, with a large covering factor on the
stellar surface, but this volume is incompletely filled by accret-
ing gas. Instead of a single thick flow, we posit multiple nested
streamlets with a total filling factor small enough for a low veiling,
but each with an intrinsic thermal or turbulent width sufficient to
scatter photons as though the entire volume were filled, thereby
yielding large red absorption. The multiple streamlets can also
explain how helium is ionized through the entire flow, rather
than just the skin of a thick flow. Large, dilutely filled accretion
flows are necessary for about half of the objects, some of which
require accreting streamlets to connect to the disk over a range
from 2R out to or beyond corotation. A few stars show such deep
absorption at redward velocities exceeding 50% of the stellar
escape velocity that flows near the star with less curvature than a
dipolar trajectory seem to be required.
The frequency of He i k10830 red absorption is also informa-
tive. Our limited temporal coverage suggests that the frequency of
helium absorption differs in stars with high and low veiling. Red
absorption at He i k10830 is far more common in stars with low
veiling.When it is absent from these stars, it is sometimes because
helium emission from another source, such as a wind, fills it in,
and sometimes it is because of inhomogeneous azimuthal cov-
erage of accreting magnetic columns. Among stars with high
veiling (rY  0:5), red absorption at He i k10830 is rarely seen.
If these stars had accretion geometries similar to those of the low-
veiling stars, they would be expected to have extremely strong red
absorption. Even if the absorption were filled in by emission from
the accretion flow, the stars would still be expected to show red
absorption at high velocities. In the high-veiling stars, the paucity
of He i k10830 red absorption, the presence of He i k10830
emission and blue absorption that suggest formation in accretion-
powered stellar winds, and the weakness or absence of narrow-
component He i k5876 emission from an accretion shock lead us
to suggest that the magnetospheric accretion structure may be
crunched or otherwise reduced in CTTSs with the highest disk
accretion rates.
We find the study of He i k10830 red absorption due to
infalling gas projected in front of the star to be complementary
to studies of emission lines modeled as arising over the full size
of the accretion flow. The proximity of He i k10830 and Pa offer
an excellent pair of lines for deeper investigation of magneto-
spheric geometries through intensive time-monitoring programs
that can track nonazimuthal structures as stars rotate. Our limited
phase coverage of AATau demonstrates that this approach will
be very effective, particularly when coupled with radiative trans-
fer models that can constrain formation conditions for both lines
simultaneously.
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